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This discussion will describe the Workshop objectives. 
some of the reasons for holding the Workshop, and the 
emphasis that we'd like to maintain throughout the 
program. 
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The Workshop origins began about a year ago and became clearer last 
September in a meeting of NASA, Air Force and Navy representatives in 
Washington. At this reeting, the plarning for the new aerodynamic 
paneling technique embodied in a system ~alled PAN AIR (Paneling 
aerodynamics} was becoming finalized. Basically, it was recognized by 
those involved that the new aerodynamics techniques could use more 
detailed surface definition beyond that which was typically used. The 
next slice ir.dicates tl-at a realistic and complex aircraft configuration 
can be defined in terms of small quadrilateral panels that are the basis 
for the ne\,1 pane I j nr techn i ques. Th i s techn i que is based on the fact 
that pressure on each panel can be COMputed as a function of t~e free 
strealTJ flew conditions and the inclination of th~ par.el as well as the 
inc1jnation of t!'e ~urrounding panels. The resu 1 : is ,.. large linear 
algebra problem that is sclval Ie by the I'1Ore po.-Jerful com,:uters. P.eferrin£ 
back to the last slide, it was apparent that significant resources ~~re 
going into geometr7 def:rition and tnat, in fact, more resources were planned 
and being requested. Also, there were rany alterratives in the proposed 
approaches and the extensions and enhancements to these alte]na~ives provided 
a \'/ide variety of options. At this point the picture ~.as unclear with regan! 
to selecting partic~lar options and it was felt that it was time to stop and 
survey the whole activity. Hence, the interest in holding this Workshop. 
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The specific objectives of NASA Headquarters were that the WOrkshop 
wo~ld help coordinate the activity, that is, exchange infoMmation 
between all of the participants invoJve.~ in surface representation 
for aerodynamic computation, and to POSSibly gain a consensus as to 
P refe rred apProaches or a ten ta ti ve po in ( "f v I ow rega rd I n9 CCInInona" ty 
between the approacl1es. If possible t~,e Wor'kshop could initiate 
.. '-. 
discussions of standardization that the aerospace COMmunity may desire. 
Again, we wanted i~d~try participating in defining any consensus 
point of view with regard to prefe~red approaches or standardization. 
Secondly, we felt ·the:Workshop would help us understand the elements 
and issues surrounding the technical activities and this would aid 
NASA in preparing a reasonable funding plan for further developaent 
of surface representation technology. 
T. J. Gregory 
Vugraph '.4 
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The workshop objectives at NASA Ames include those just discussed 
and additional ones. First, our primary function is to develop r.ew 
technology in aerodynamics and if this involves geometry or surface 
representation then that is an area of interest and activity for us. 
Weld also like to have the aerodynamic and geometry technology used 
by the ~enospace community and that means having their opinions and 
ideas included at the early stages of this development process. 
Finally, I think the key rootivation for the Ames aerodynmists is to 
have a "pa i n less" geometry package whi ch t,re can use for techno logy 
development in aerodynamics. Certainly if· the Workshop can provide 
us with new ideas, direction, and approaches that would lead to 
accor,~lishing this latter objective, then the Workshop would be 
most beneficial for us. 
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The next slide suggests that all t~e attendees at t~e Wor~shnp 
would benefit fron a survey of the field and wouid provide ar 
opportunity to show the capability ir. eacr. organization. Both of 
these are important for those interested in participating in 
NASA sponsored development of the technology. In general. 
probably the ~t direct benefit for all attenf~es at tne Works~op 
will be to gain information or even software th~t may be of 
immediate value to their own efforts in aircraft surface definition • 
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Prior to starting the first panel session, lid like to describe some 
terminology that will be used throughout the next two days and 
emphasize what we mean by aircraft surface representation. There are 
two types of surfaces of interest, aircraft surfaces and surfaces 
within the flow field. Aircraft surfaces can be defined by a heirarchy 
of elements. The first element is a component such as a wing, body, 
nacelie~ etc. that in turn can be described by surface patches. These 
are described by either systems of equations, points, or functions. 
The patches can be further subdivided into panels as indicated on the 
earlier vugraph of a cOl ..... lete aircraft configuration. These panels and 
the patches can be described in terms of the edges or curves along the 
boundaries, but the panels are sufficiently described, for aerodynamic 
paneling computations, in terms of points at the intersections of their 
edges. 
Flow field surfaces are needed to define such items as shock waves, vortex 
sheets, separation bubble areas, etc. These are of major importance to 
the aerodynamists and will become more important as we get further into 
this technology. The same heirarchy of elements mentioned above can 
apply to flow field surfaces. 
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There is another field of major importance to computational aerodynamics 
and that is the definition of a fl~1 field volume (i.e. solid). This is 
usually done by means of grids and meshes in the flow field that are 
divided by either uniform spacing in the simpliest case, or by stream-
lines or other distributions. These are used to make finite difference 
computations using the fundamental partial differential equations in 
aerodynamics. These finite differences computations are an emerging 
field in aerodynamics and generoti~3 significant interest within NASA. 
Again, the emphasis in this Workshop is on surface definition and not 
on flow field volume (solid) definition. Perhaps the specialists in 
this latter field will generate a workshop in the future. 
T. J. Gre~ry 
Vugraph II', 
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To reiterate, the Workshop emphasis is on surface representation 
and its integration with aerodynarr.ics, computers, graphics and 
wind tunnel model fabrication as well as flow field grid generation, 
but none of these items per see Itls our intention to try and 
focus the discussions and papers at the Workshop on surface 
representation and to defer detailed discussions of these other 
items to other workshops or conferences •. 
T. J. Gr~~ry 
Vugraph '" 
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The 'geometric description of an airplane usually starts with a character-
ization of the configuration. There are only a few elements of a con-
figuration, such as the payload, number of crew, number of engines, engj~e 
location, which are fixed. The remainder of the confjguration character-
istics, including fuselage geometry, wing geometry, control surfaces, 
empennage geometry, landing gear arrangement, wing high-lift deviees, \tc., 
are all variables that get perturbed during design evolution." Therefore, the 
first requirement on any airplane configuration geometry description syste. is 
flexibility. Easy modificatiGns to geometry of a compoQent, or the relations 
of components with respect to each other Is essential; 
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Once ,the inputs are determined for an airplane design, the descriptive 
geometry process can begin. The payload can be accommodated, the wing can be 
placed properly for weight balance, the sizing and placement of the landing 
gear can be computed, and the myriad of deSign criteria to be satisfied by 
this configuration can be evaluated. The principal output from an air~lane 
design includes the configuration geometry and the related geoaetri~al~nfor_ mati~n such as the payload accommodation, areas, volumes, and graphic por-
trayal of the design process results. The areas, volumes, and geometrical 
arrangement of a configuration are essentfal for deter:mtning performance and 
handling characteristics by analysis and experiment. ' 
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This result of a preliminary design exercise for a transonic airplane con-
figuration shows many of the elements described by the prior charts. A 
transonic airplane, typified by this NASA contract study configuration, has 
the added complex requirement of satisfying an area rule distribution. 
Therefore, any relatively minor modification such as wing area, nacelle 
placement, etc. has major significance to the total design compatability. 
Simultaneous satisfaction of all design requirements and performance criteria 
demands very sophisticated and efficient geometry processing. This figure 
illustrates many of the variables that have a first order constraining effect 
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As indicated earlier by the airplane design block diagram, one of the geometry 
requirements on the complete configuration are the pitch and roll ground 
clearances as shown by this line drawing of the 747. These geometric con-
ditions are necessary for flight control evaluations, damage determination 
studies, and pilot vision polars. Again, if any of these critical conditions 
are not met by the airplane configuration, then the geoaetry must be changed • 
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During configuration design or analysis, it is necessary to perform extensive 
analytical and experimental studies. Ideally, the same geometry is used for 
generating mathematical representation of an airplane configuration and its 
corresponding flow fields as is Jsed to generate wind tunnel models for 
testing. This figure shows one kind of mathematical representation of an 
engine nacelle and its associated exhaust flow. This representation is typ-
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Once the nacelle geometry details have been adequately modele~, with suitably 
dense singularity arrays, then there 1s a gradual buildup to the co~lete con-
figuration. This figure shows the addition of the nacelle strut and adjacent 
wing, to the nacelle. This three-view layout illustrates the complex local 
tailoring associating with a close coupled nacelle. The nacelle is canted 
with respect to the strut and the wing and the strut is tailored to minimize 
local interference. This complexity is readily seen in these orthogonal views. 
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A perspective view of the wing segment, nacelle strut, nacelle and its asso-
ciated flow control surfaces Is the best way to appreciate its geo.etric 
intricacy_ Notice that the exhaust flow tube is controlled well past the wing 
trailing edge and there is an intake flow control surface located within the 
nacelle under the leading edge of the nacelle strut. 111 or these singularity 
s.~rf~ces are necessary to accurately evaluate the engine installation inter-
ference flow phenomena • 







































This two view drawing shows the complete model used for the study. The body 
was/simplified, because of its remote distance from the region of interest. 
There are approximately 2700 singularities associated with the analytical 
model, which produces a like number of simultaneous equations for solution. 
Therefore, the computing cost of such a complex matha.atical problea requires 
very accurate geometrical modeling with adequate visibility of that gaa.etry 
prior to committing to the computing process. One set of coaput~,.so~tlODs 
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This perspective view illustrates more clearly the regions of Sparse and dense 
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Before describing geometry system requirements as they are viewed today, it is 
well to understand current lofting practice of The E~eing Commerical Airplane 
Company. This wing perspective drawing shows the lofting views constructed 
for generating a stored definition in two views; plan view and rear view. 
This process, of course, has its heritage in the ship building industry. Two 
types of curves have been prevalent in this current practice: (1) conic 
chains. and (2) cubic chains. The conic chain has been the traditional fav-
orite, because it is simple to generate by most 
and to check by most manual computing methods. 
inflection points. This curve type is used for 
ducticn configurations. 
mechanical drawing processes 
It is also easy to control 
the master definition of pro-
The cubic chain with its point, slope, and curvature continuity at given nodes 
has usually been best suited for design and development purposes. It 1s 
analagous to the process of using ducks and a spline on the drawing board. It 
is practical to embellish this mathematical representation with both point 
enrichment and smoothing processes. However, cubics have the disadvantage of 
causing ripples or inflection points for data sets that are not smooth 
initially. These traits make more complex algorithms necessary for generating 
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• BEST FIT TO POINTS WITH 
SLOPE CONTINUllY 
• MASTER DEFINITION 
. 
CUBIC CHAIN CURVE 
• •• • 
,,-r ., 
• POINT AND SLOPE 
CONTINUllY 
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Current practices using conic and cubic curves present significant limitations 
for the geometry description of an airplane configuration and its components. 
Multiple CUrve types cause difficulties with geometry automation and for the 
design user. The single-valued surfaces a~sociated with current lofting prac-
tices are usually imposed by the extraction process which cannot adequately 
distinguish between multivalued components. Another difficulty encountered is 
mating surfaces of various components, because the surfaces are defined as 
projected control curves. This representation makes the definition (stored as 
equation coefficients) very expensive to uniquely transform between skewed 
coordinate systems. 
All 'of these cited factors complicate the design and analysis processes, 
because thej are not very flexible and are costly to use. In many cases, the 
systems are designed mostly for geometry extraction and provide little flex-
ibility for geometry generation processes, which often require data enrichment 
and extensive three-dimensional smoothing. 
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LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT PRACTICES 
MULTIPLE CURVE TYPES 
• COMPLI CATES SMOOTHING 
• COMPLEX DEFINITION STORAGE 
• DIFFICULT DATA EXTRACTION 
SINGLE-VALUED SURFACES 
• DIFFICULT JOINT SMOOTHING 
• COMPLI CATES MULTI-VALUED COMPONENTS 
SURFACE MATING 
• 0 I FFERENT AXI S SYSTEMS 
• PROJECTED CONTROL CURVES 
LIMITED TRANSFORMATIONS 
• NO 01 RECT TRANSFER BETWEEN SKEWED .AXES 
• REF I T EXTRA CTEO PO I NTS 
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
• DESIGN REQUIRES ENRICHING AND SMOOntlNG 
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Basic geometry system requirements contain two principal factors, the first of 
which is mathematical. The mathematical factors directly lead to the con-
clusion that surface representation is best accomplished with parametric, 
biquintic patches. This makes mathematical practice reasonably consistent 
with past cubic concepts, except that the higher order polynomial provides the 
essential element of local character. The parametric form provides the nec-
essary capability for handling multivalued surfaces and performing smoothing 
and extraction processes with more consistency, since quintic equations are 
used over an entire surface. Where simple curve types, such as straight lines 
and circles become necessary, the quintic equations are Perfectly adequate for 
defining these surface regions to well within data extraction computation 
accuracy. 
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BASIC GEOMETRY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
MAlHEMATICAL FACTORS ARE-
{1) ONE CURVE TYPE PATCHES 
(2) CONTINUOUS CURVATURE SURFACES 
(3) LOCAL CHARACTER PATCHES 
(4) REAL, MULTIVALUED SURFACES 
(5) ENRICHING, SMOOTHING & EXTRACTING 
B IQUINTI C 
" '" 
PARAMETRIC FORM 
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The second major factor associated with basic geometr: system rP.quirements is 
the user working environment. The two primary innovations that have recently 
improved the geometry working environment are the minicomputer and its asso-
ciated micro processors for use in interactive graphics devices. With th~s 
hardware capability it is practical to provide excellent accuracy with low 
computing costs in a geometry system that can be used all the way from pre-
liminary design through to detailed design activities. It is essential for 
all engineering technologies to have access to and influence the design geo-
metry evolution to adequately reflect their responsibilities. Conversational 
interac~ive graphics gives the average user a reasonably acceptable working 
environment which will not overwhelm him with the necessity for training that 
makes him a computer expert. The last environmental requirement is commun-
icating geometry with accuracy and speed between all involved developers as 
well as the ultimate users, who are charge with building the airplane. ' 
~ __ ~ ___ ~~"'""-""' .. ~ ... _~ » b± 
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BASIC GEOMETRY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
ENVI RONMENTAL FACTORS ARE -
(1) GOOD ACCURACY & LOW COMPUTING COST 
(2) ONE SYSTEM FOR PRELIMINARY & DETAILED DESIGN 
(3) EQUALLY USEFUL FOR ALL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES 
(4) USE CONVERSATIONAL INTERACTIVE GRAPHI CS 
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This figure shows the implications of smoothing on analytical results. A 
simple exercise was performed to manually record the coordinates of an airfoil 
to compute its pressure distribution. As seen from the pressure coefficient 
graph, the manual unsm~othed data caused severe adverse pressure gradients 
near the nose of the airfoil, which would probably lead to local adverse 
effects on the boundary layer, if not separation. Similarly, at the trailing 
edge there was an added adverse gradient due to the data irregularity. Simple 
two-dimensional analytical smoothing produced the smoother more satisfactory 
dashed line results. In all honesty, this was not a rigged case, but simply 
an illustration of an everyday event when accomplished without proper atten-
tion to geometric propertjes. The results cause poor aerodynamic performance. 
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS COMPUTED FROM MANUAL 














MANUAL, UNSMOOTHED 0 , A ---ANAL VTICAL, SMOOTH DA 
I(' -oil , 
- ~, ~ ~ , . ~-~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~~ --- ~-- ~---~ -1--- / I -~ x/c _ V/c(MANUAL) _ V/c(ANA 
~ 0.025 0.020 0.0 0.050 0.030 0.0 1_ 0.075 0.036 0.0 ~ 0.100 0.040 0.0 
0.150 0.049 0.0 
0.200 0.054 0.0 
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The 'two-parameter biquintic surface representation takes the equation form 
shown on this chart. Using the previous wing illustration, the patch shown in 
real geometry is mathematically handled in parametric form and the definition 
is stored as derivatives at thE corner points rather than as coefficients of 
the respective bounding quintic lines. There are many advantages to ~iS type 
of representation when put into practice as computerized methodology. 
etc 'etts # 
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TWO-PARAMmR SURFAr,ES 
x \ 'xIs, tl 
y ). (Y (5, t) . 
z z(s, t) 
5 5 . J 
WHERE x(s, t) - E E XIJ sit 
i-O jeQ 
PARAMETR! C B IQUINTI C EQUATIONS 
x/ /1 L J x, XS' xss AT All 
PATCH xI' ~S' ~ss CORNER 
l xtt' iuS' ~tss z \., \ \~ ~y POINTS 
~s 
PATCH PARAMETRI C REPRESENTATION 
PATCH REAL GEOMETRY 
I 
\ 
3/ 1 j 













To illustrate the data for representing a typical airplane confj~dratlon these 
data array schematics are shown. At the junctur9 of every pair of lines there 
1s a data set corresponding to that corner of the patch. Note that most of 
the data arrays are rectangular. Except for the cutout regions where spatial 
fairing properties are necessary, the configuration paneling is straight-
forward. Where intersections cause local need for fairing or irregular boun-
daries, then spatial handling techniques are required. 
Developing the paneling representatio~s of a configuration without consid-
erable automation, is a very tedious and time-consuming task. It is not 
uncommon for an engineer to expend a man month in developing such extensive 
paneling schemes. Usually it is ~ecessary to build these representations in 
an component-by-component fashion. By running simple evaluations of isolated 
components, it then becomes possible to develop confidence that the final 
results sought will be computed with good accuracy. It is very common to find 
that people have been unable to perform a satisfactory analytical evaluation 
of a configuration, simpJy because there was insufficient time to develop the 
geometry and its associated paneling scheme. 
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SUMMARY 
1 - SA SIC REQU I REMENTS TOUGH TO SATI SFY 
• ONE CURVE TYPE WITH LOCAL CHARACTER 
• MULTIVALUED, REAL SURFACES 
• ENRICHING & SMOOTHING WITHOUT DISTORTION 
• VERY ACCURATE, YET EASY TO CONTROL & CHEAP TO USE 
2 - TECHNOLOGY I S AVAILABLE FOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
• MATHEMATICS OF BIQUINTICS & TOPOLOGY 
• MINICOMPUTER REFRESH GRAPHICS 
• LARGE SCI ENTI FI C COMPUTERS 
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*** DATA PREVIEW IS ESSENTIAL FOR EFFECTIVE MACHINE USE *** 
1. USE OF A MACHINt DIGITISER RAISES THESE TO GOOD AND EXCELLENT. 
AM1 ~£Af~ 
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+ AERODYNAf1ICS ( AIRLOADS" VELOCITIES ETC. ) 
+ STREAMLINE BEHAVIOR 
+ rlOUIWARYLJ\YER BEHAVIOR 
+ ETC. 
= LARGE VULUMES OF PRINTOUT • 
CAPABILITY TO REVi£W OUTPUT DATA INTERACTIVELY IS ESSENTIAL . 
MACHINE PLOT AND PRINT ONLY REQUIRED DATA. (SAVE THE REST) 
• NOS T 0:: WH I CH NEVER GETS READ. 
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THE USE OF INTERACTIVE COfiiPUTING ~IITH GRAPHICS CAN DRAf'iATICALLY 
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I = INTERACTIVE; B = BATCH 
(I) (8) 
OUTPUT 
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AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIOU i'10DELI'~G 
F ROM TERN I i~AL 
DIGITISE LII~ES -
1 KEYPUiJCH DATA DECK OR I KEY IN VIA TERf'lINAL 
IUTERACTIVE 
1 DIGITISER 
SET UP DATA FILE ~ I DATA FILE t~ 
REVIEW IHPUT DATA FILE L--
PLOTS 
EvIT II~PUT DATA FILE ---- ---- _ 
SET UP ~lAIN PROGRAH 
- . ~. RUN STREAj"lII:XECLlTE r-.-,--
REVIEW OUTPUT DATA FILE ~ 
PLOTS 
Ii.PUT DATA I 
REVIB'I 
P~OGRAi'l J 



















THIS PROG~AM PLOTS SHAPES FROM INPUT DATA DECK 
OF THE 
*** UBAERO PROGRAM *** 
INPUT CAN BE FULL YBAERO DAiA SET OR PARTIAL, STARTING AT C~RD 7 
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YOU HAVE THE FOLLOYING PLOT OPTIONS 
1 PLOT ALL SECTIONS 
2 PLOT ALL SECTIONS IN A DESIGNATED BLOCK 
3 PLOT ANV DESIGNATED SINGLE SECTION 
4 COMPARE UP TO 10 DESIGNATED SECTIONS 
5 TERMINATE! 
KEY IN DESIRED OPTION AND RETURN~ 
wHAT BtOCK DO YOU YISH TO PLOT? 
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THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE OUTPUT DATA FROM 
THE 
UBAERO FAMILY OF PROGRAMS 
-------------------------
YO~ HAUE THE FOLLOUING OPTIONS. 
1 GEOMETERV GROUP 
2 AERODYNAMICS GROUP 
3 STPEFiMLltiE GROUP 
4 BOU~DAPYL~YER GROUP 
KEY IN SELECTED OPTION AND RETURN' (eg.3RETURN) 
AMI It,., , 
~ ~. 
~ 
YOU HAVE SELECTED PLOTS FROM THE STREAMLINE GROUP. 
tttt***t** 













NOTE YOU CAN PLOT ANY TWO PARAMETERS AGAINST EACH OTHER 
KEY IN PARAMETERS AND PETURN~ (eg. 4.9)------1.3 
THERE ARE it 9 ** STREAMLINES. DO YOU WISH TO PLOT THEM ALL? 
KEY IN YES OR t~0 AND f~£T(JPU ~ ---''1£5 
f}MI /3 
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THIS PROGRA" GENERATES TEKTRONIX PLOTS OF GENERAL 3D BODIES 
INPUT MAV BE READ FROM UBAERO TAPE!! OR VIA THE KEV BOARD 
********** 
SELECT INPUT MODE 
USING TAPEll? KEY IN 1 AND RETURN 
U:ING KEYBRD? KEY IN 2 AND RETURN, 
lllNOTE t* IF 1 SELECTED TAPE/FILE MUST BE IDENTIFIED t** 
DO YOU WANT TO DRAW THE WHOLE BODV? 
KEY IN YES OR NO AND RETURN! 
SECTION OF BODV TO BE PLOTTED MUST HAUE A CO~NECTED 
STRING OF PANEL INDICES. 
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KEV IN NVU,IPRINT,IHIDE,IBUG 
NVU • NUMBER OF VIEWS tt NO MORE THAN 10 , 
IPRINT • 1 PRINTS ItlPUT DATA 
• 0 NO DATA PRINT OUT 
IHIDE = 0 ELLIMINATES HIDDEN LINES 
• 1 LEAVES HIDDEN LINES 
IBUG • 0 SUPPRESSES DEBUG PRIHT OUT 
• 1 FULL DEBUG PRINT OUT 
? 2,0,1.0 
IS BODY SYMETRICAL ABOUT X-Z PLANE? 
KEY IN YES OR NO AND RETURN! 
? yes 
DO YOU WANT TO PLOT REFLECTfD BODV? 
KEY IN YES OR NO AND RETUPN~ 
? no 
flMI;5 
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UN I FOR11 VORT I C I TV 
PANELS 
APPROXIMATED SEPARATION LINE 
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Figure 19. Comparison of Calculated ~~d Experimental Pressure Distributions on the BOlOS 
Fuselage. 
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DRAG PROGRAl·l 
r'10DEL 2. VORrICITY PANELS 
PANELS HAVE LiNEAR VORTICITY 




VORTICITY IS CONTINUOUS PASSING FROM 
THE SURFACE ONTO WAKE PANELS 
DOWNSTREAM PARTS OF "SPLIT" PANELS HAVE 






ON WAKE PANELS AS 
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r i~"Ul'e l: 
The method chos('~n fol' conputation '~enerally dictates the requirer.'ent 
for geometric srrooothness. I:~ the case of viscous flot-; cOf11Jutation 
in an axisymmetric diffuser duct \dth n c~nterhody, one of the 
approaches is to paraholize the Navicl'-Stokes equations in a 
streamline ortho:~ollal coordinate system and then to perform 
Computation by marchin~. In this coordinate system lITe observe 
that, as SitOh71 in item (c), to insure st:thlc: computation the 
streamline ccordinatQS have to be accul'at~ly tleterrnined up to 
third derivatives. 
~ .... _~.L"_~ .. "'-.. . ":' - ;;:~""' .... :: u ; & KkJ {) i _" •. u,,_u __ ~ .... -,. _ A 
VISCOUS FLOW IN A DI (FUSER Due T 
(c1) Tral1sfotrn Na vie r - S fokes i:yuo.-h'ons -/0 
SfrefJlnlll1e Orlhosona I Coord/nale S}sl-E»n? 
(b) P().rabol;~e -Ihe f<esul.f"~J £ru()'+"ons for MarchiYlfj 
1 (}o/) G ~p ~ ~ .:2..(Q ) f)'fJ 04> - V Ut ~ - V .P t) 4> = .p tAt a <p v ) 
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-
rigur~s 2, 3 and II 
Figure 2 shm-.'s the mesh distribution c.f a smoothed annular 
diffuser duct and the calcula.ted velocity profiles at each 
station. The computation tl7aS terminated normally at the end 
of the duct. Hml1cver, if \\'ould use an identical computer 
l'.l'ogram but \\Ji th an Ullsmoot- erl geometry, computa tion t~ould 
become unstable anG hrc .... :, ... uvJ11 shortly after the entrance 
sectioTl. The configuration shmm in Figure II is a partially 
smoothed one, but the computation still aborted before it reached 
the exit section. (An indication of irregul&rity way be seen at 
the waist of the centerbody.) 
~ .. 
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All three segments of (1), (2) and (3) arc the 't1~aces of a cuhic 
equation, and they aJl s~tisfy the tan~!ellcy cllntillllity C'01HlitinJi 
at A and n as shO\\11 (tlmt is. their t:nit ti.m·.!ent \'~ctors at l\ 
and B match tdth the unit tan~ent vectors of the nei~hboring 
!;e~ents). The stl~iking difference in appearance is solely due 
to the difference in ma6Ili'tude of the tangent vectors in terms 
of u. Thus, t\'hen a general parameter other than the arc length 
is used for curve fittin::o;, the first derivatives on !~oth sides 
of a data point need not equal. This property also appears in 
second and higher derivatives. (The smoothness requirement for 
second derivatives is to match the curvature OJ] both sides of 
2 
a data point, ,"hich is ~ , t~ith s being the arc len~th.) 
ds 
Since the de~enerated case of a Coons' surface patch equation 
(say, tFO) is a cubic or a fifth degree polynomial, the property 
of discontinuity in parametric derivatives of u and 'v also pre-
vails in Coons' boundary lilatrix. 
~. 
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FIFTH DEqRfE SURFACE PArcH 
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GEOMETRY REQUIRE~ENTS FOR UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 
E. Carson Yates, Jr. and Luigi Mor~no 
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:~ 
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Accurate calculation of aeroelastic characteristics required for the analysis and design of higb-
perforwance aircraft requires accurate and efficient evaluation of steady and unsteady aerodynaaic loads 
on aircraft having arbitrary shapes and motions. including structural deformations. This presentation 
will address the aircraft geometry requirements for unsteady aerodynamic computations and will emphasize 
differences between requirements for steady and unsteady flow • 
~4~ 





Requirements for aeroelastic analysis and design are in several respects Dre complicated and more 
severe than for the more conventional steady-state aerodynamics. For example: (1) The aeroelastician 
deals with flexible structures so that even in steady-state conditions, the aerodynamic load is a function 
of structural deformation, and vice versa. (2) The unsteady aerodynamic formulations required in dynamIc 
aeroelasticity involve complex quantities (e.g., normalwash velocities, aerod~'namic influence functions, 
and pressure) that manifest time- or frequency-dependent attenuations and phase shifts relative to steady 
st~te. (3) In dynamic a'rocl~stlcity--flutter, for cx~mpl~--the neroelastician must ~valuate pressure 
distributions fClr vibration mode shapes that are much more wiggly than a typical steady-state mean-camber 
surface. The corresponding pressure distributions will also be more wiggly than those for steady state 
so that computational convergpnce requirements are usually more severe than for steady ~tate. (4) Flutter 
an,lyses, as well as iterative structural resIzing. require evaluation of pressure distributions for a 
multiplicity of mode shapes, frequencies, aircraft loading conditl;:, .. ::;, etc. Consequently, computational 
efficiency is vital, and it is essential to minimize the amount of recomputation required when mode shapes 
and/or frequencies are changed. 
With these thoughts in mind, we shall discuss geonetry requirements within the framework of the 
SOUSSA aerodynamic formulation because it is the most general potential-flow program that we nov have 
under development (~ith re~ard to aircraft geometry, motion and deformations, and speed ranges) and 
because present and future SOUSSA ~eometry requirements 3re as stringent as those for any aerodynamic 
program that we now anticfp,te. ~rometry required is ronsidered to be comprspd of three parts: (1) 
shape of vehicle, (2) orientation of vphicle, (3) deform~tion(s). Orientation involves little more 
than a rotation of co')rdinate ;)x,..s ;)nd consequently will not bp el'lphasizf'd he~-e. D('fcrmaticns can be 
finite but are mOT(' u<;u.11J:: tnkl'n to !'e "inflnft,,.;lm.11 and ;lpprllxlmatf'd by 1 lilH:'nr ('nrr:hinatiC'n of the 
nat'Jral undar.Jped vIbratj()11 modl'S of the aircraft. As m.1!lV as tw<' dozen mnd('<; or :'lore may be required 
to converge the aeroelastic solution. A corollary geometrical requirerr:ent is d~termination of wake 
shape ~hich is not kno~~ a priori although it may be assumed to be flat for many applications: 
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To set the stage, a brief review of SOUSS~ formulation is in order. AppliLdtion of Green's theorem 
leads to an integral equation for the perturba~ion velocity potential f at dny point P in the flow 
or on the flow boundary (i.e., on S). Note that the 5e~ond integral cont~in~ only linear terms which 
are integrat~d over the boundary surf,~ce' S, wh~reas the first integral contains nonlinear terms F. 
involving products of derivatives Qf ., which must be l11te~;rcJled OVer the fluid volume. 
The buundary condltlol1 cl~.lrly shows the cllect at lime varl.ltlotl of ::i. 11 tllc variation 1s 
a~ harmonic, for example,. the at term becomes iWS so that the normalwash at 5:: 0 becomes complex. 
The imaginary part. huwt!ver, involves only surface ordinates (iucluding di spldceu,ents and deformations), 
whercJs the real (stc3dy-state) pJrt involves derivatives of ~>urf.1Ll: ordin.Jtes. Thus, introduction 
of un. tCddillt:!ss lhll::; not i il!,()~C mure stringcllt rcqui [cmcnts on ~urface defini lIon dS far as quantities 
required are concerned. It .;:dy, however, require greater accura~'y dnd t;reater dmounts of geometrical 
inL·rmation (e. g., for mor~ point.:> on the surf,jce) in order to define aderluatt!ly the wiggly modes of dc.:for-
mation r~ferred to previously. 
1h.:. Intluenc~ of nonlinear terms F is being studied in the devclopll,ent ot SOl:SSA aE:rodynamics for 
the transonic rang~. However, these terms ar~ n0t included in the pr~st!nt C~lliputer program. 
. __ ._ .~~~-<;_._ ~'-"'-...iI 
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STEADY, OSCILLATORY AND UNSTEADY SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS 
(SOUSSA) 
. 
Objective: An accurate, general,' un ified- method for calculating steady and unsteady loads on 
complete aircraft with arhitrary sllllpe and lIIotion in suhsonic or supersonic flow, 
with emphasis on application in complIter-ldded ~tructural design 
Approacfl: Green's theorem is used to formulule exact integral equation for potentiaL 
tp(P, t) = ffffGF dV,dt- + !fl[~s{GrJ, tjJ- (1I?G)-c7~;ft~(G?f, -~!t)JI(Jsr rlSdt, 
where rp '= perturbation velocity potential 
G = Green's function 
F = noril inear terms 
S(x, y, z. t) :::: 0 1:fefines hody surface 
10 51 == J5 ( + 5 ? + 5 7 + St? 
x y z 
" 
Exact boundary condition on body is 
..bS _ 
--
,/)t #7 VifJ·VS = #- 'f({.,(t+f1f!J).VS:=O 
E. C. Yates • 
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Surface paneling and Laplace transform solution yield a matrix equation relating the unknown potential 
• on the vehicle surface to the normalwash ~. Elements of the coefficient matrices are independent 
of normalwash (and hence deformation) and are simple functions of the Laplace variable 8. For a given 
paneling arrangement they depend only on Mach number. 
Use of arbitrary nonplanar quadrilateral panels permits matching nodes of the aerodynaaic panels to 
the nodes of a structural finit~-element model, if desired. in order to use the nodal coordinates and 
calculated displacements directly without requirement for interpolation. In general, however, solution 
for the velocity-potential matrix requires the following geometrical input: (1) Coordinates of panel 
nodes usually obtained by interpolation (lofting) from aircraft shape information. (2) Time-dependent 
normalwash at control points which usually do not coincide with panel nodes. Normalwash involves 
coordinates and slopes obtained from aircraft shape plus orientation plus deformation. Note that 
increasiLg the number of deformation modes used involves only adding columns to the wand • matrices, 
and updating the entir~ set of deformation modes, as in a structural design application, involves only 
replacing the ~ matrix. The Y and Z matrices are unaffected in either Case. 
Surface pressures are obtained fronl Bernoulli's equation. Gener~llzed aerodynamic forces, including 
aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives, are determined from weighted integrals of the 
pressure which require values of surface displacement (due to rigid-body rotation and/or modal deformation) 
at a set of integration points which may not coincide with the panel nodes nor nocmalwash control points. 
The geometrical information required by SOUSSA can, of course, be generated with any suitable 
geometry preprocessor as long as the results are cast in required SOUSSA input format. It is evident, 
however, that automatic paneling capability is essential to the efficient processing of complicated 
shapes and deformations that may require many hundreds of panels. Such capability should include not 
only automatic calculation of the coordinates of nodes, normalwash control points, and integration points, 
but also automatic identification numbering for these points as well as for the panels ana systematic 
identification of which nodes go with which panels. 




Solution by spatial discretization with arbitrary nonplanar quadrilateral 
surface panels and time solution by Laplace transform results in 
fiJhl[i4j = [ijh]f~} 
"" 
where ~. = laplace transform of pertu rUd lio II velocity potentidl 
~ = laplace trail sform of llofJlJillwJsI I 
." 
v (" ( ) -~·9·1. - ( ) -s(9-,. +7r,) 
1:1 = 0 .. "' - COl +s D.? e "'" - 7 f: + ~r;" r I e "J " JO ~. -';/1 ;;'1;/n -,.:;- In - J" "JIm . 
-' -sO" 2.ih = £tin e ."' 
s = Laplace transform variable 
Bjh' Cjh, Djh' Fjn , Gjn = integrals over surface panels, independent 
of normalwash and s 
8jh, Tljh = lag functions 
Snh = !.l 
... 








The upper part of this figure lists Some of the features of tbe SOUSSA aerodYOaaic for.ulation 
The lower part indicates some expanded capabilities and improvements that are under developaent and tbat 
will influence surface geometry requirements. These are diScussed in the follOWing figures. 
-. 
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GENERAL POTENTIAL-FLOW AERODYNAMICS 
(SOUSSA) 
GENERAL FI N 11£ -ELEMENT METHOD: 
o ARBITRARY ~'JMPLETE Ale CONFIGURATION 
f) STEADY AND GENERAL UNSTEADY MOTION 
o SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC 
o COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS: 
e NONLINEAR EFFECTS (TRANSONIC FLOW. 
VIA I<E DEFORMATION) 
. 
o IMPROVED FINITE ELEMENTS (HIGHER ORDER. 
SPECIAL PURPOSE) 
o ROTATIONAL FLOW (TURBUlENC~. VISCOSllY) 
NASA E.C. VA TES 
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In the integral equation for the velocity potential (previously shown) the surface integration extends 
over the surface of the aircraft plus its wake. and the no-penetration boundary condition DS/Dt = 0 
applies over both. Moreover. the pressure must be continuous across the wake although the potential is 
discontinuous. The forward edge of the wake of a lifting surface is. of course, always located at the 
lifting-surface trailing edge, but the position of the rest of the wake is not known a priori, is variable, 
time-dependent, and must be determined in the calculation. This variability requires relocation and 
reorientation of the wake and its panels during the calculation, ~erhaps many ti~s if the calculation 
is iterative. 
This figure also shows a shockwave which is isolated from the flow field by a portion of the surface s. 
Over this portion of S the no-penetr~tion boundary condition must be replaced by Rankine-Hugoniot conditions 
which quantify shock-induced discontinuities in derivatives of the potential allhough the potential itself 
is ~ontinuous across the shock. These discontinuities make it desirable to have panel edges lie along 
the foot of the shock. But sho~k location, shape, extent, strength, and velocity relative to the vehicle 
surface are time dependent. Moreover, motion of finite amplitude--even small amplltude--that is needed 
to investigate limit-cycle aeroelastlc response can lead to large-amplitude shock wotion and even 
discontinuous shock location. Cons~quently, requiring panel edges to coincIde with the foot of the shock 
can require extensive repaneling in the vicinity·of tpe shock during calculations for unsteady motion. In 
contrast. nonlinear calculations for shock-free transonic flow require no repaneling and impose no special 
requirements for surface geometry. 
-1, ~. _L }7A .. 
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Shocks and wakes from lifting surfaces impinge upon fuselages or other portions of the 
• 
vehicle along lines that are -time dependent. Because of the discontinuitIes in potential or 
its derivatives at these implncp.ment lInes, It is de:iI rable th<lt panel cdl;cS coincIde wIth 
them. lIence, time dependent repanelinc in lhese vicinities is also indicated. 
For simplicity in its development, the present snUSSA program contains zeroth-order 
(constant-potential) aerodynamic elements. I~wever, it has been intended from the heginning 
that the program would employ higher-order clements in order to reduce the nUMber of elements 
required to converge the solution. Such elements have been developed and will soon be 
incorporated into the program. In additIon, specIal-"plIrpose elements are beJng developed 
for paneling in regions where correct variatIon of potential is theoretIcally known. These 
elements have built-in shape funct Ions lo produce the correct varIation of pOl('ntinl, for 
': example, adjacent to normnlwash dIscontinuItIes such as control-surface hluge lInes and side 
~ edces, or correct varlntinn of potentl.1I derivatives RR at Ruhs()nJc traIling edges. In addition, 
flow-through clements nrc requIred to lIlodel engIne lllrll~it in naccJ]c6 Rud lCJ panel 5hocl~w'IIIC8. 
Such elements impose no ncw requl rClUclits fur surfacc rellinctry infoTlnatiull. Hule that nO special 
panels are required adj.1C('nt to shock 01" w.lkc IIllJlll1l:emcnt on the hody surCilce. Use of hil!ller-
order and special-purpo~e element9 should reduce cUfllputer tJIIlC and slurar.c requlreJrlcnta but 
probably will do little to reduce the amount of geometrical inl)ut inforaation rcqui red. 
Although f e\-ler elements are used, more information i~ required per element. Detailed accuracy 
of information out requires di.!tailed accuracy of inform.'1tion in irrespective of the le:vel of 
sophistication. 
Finally, incorporating t~e effects of viscosity and rotational flow will impose a 
requirement for relatively high accuracy of computed pressure gr~Hllents and h£'nce will require 
higher-order elements (at least third order) than waul,) he requIred for l'Iost potentJal-flow 
problems. Alternatively, it is possible that required accuracy and order of continuity may be 
attained from solutions using lower-order elements followed by spline (or other) Interpolation of 
the calculated potential. • 
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The rest of this presentation i8 devote~ to the specific geometry 
requirements for the program SOUSSA P (~teady. Qscillatory and ~nsteady. 
Subsonic and Supersonic Aerodynamic!; Production Version). As presented 
abov~ the Green's function method yields an integral equation over the 
surface of the aircraft and its wake (with different1al-delay dependence 
on time). Dividing the surfaces in quadrilateral elements and assuming 
the PQtential. the normalwash and the ~otential discontinuity to be constant 
wi thin each tlement, one obtains Eq. (1). 
The coefficients B h. C h. etc •• are evaluated analytically. with 
the original surface ohjappr~Ximated by a hyperboloidal paraboloid 
(hyperboloidal element). Numerical quadrature is used for distant 
element. 
In order to complete the formulation three additional relationships 
are requi red: • 
1. BOYnaary ccnditions, relating normalwash ~ to the generalized 
coordinates ~ (Eq. 2) 
2. Be~noulli's theorem relating pressure coefficient 
potential ¢ (Eq. 3) 
to 
3. Definition of generalized forces, em' as functionals of the 
Pressure coefficient C (Ea. 4) p • 
Finally conbining Eqs. 1 to 4 one obtains the matrix E relating the 
generalized forces, em' to the generalized coordinates, ~. 
• 4111 , mn 
, ' 
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Thie elide lowe the flow chart for the program SOUSSA, and it ie 
preeented in order to indicate how the geometric information 1s used in 
the program. The check points will be diecussed later. Here only the 
function of each module i. briefly described. 
Interface. 
BODIG. CONTG amd WAlEG: Elaborate the geometry input of checkpoints 1 
and 2 (user oriented) into the checkpoints 5, 6 and 7 as needed in the 
reet of the program. 
Potential-normal wash relationbhip (mode independent) 
COEFB: evaluates the body coefficients Bjh' Cjh , Djh and 
COEFW: evaluates the wake coefficients Fjn , Gjn , Snh' 6jn 
YZMOD: combines the above frequency-independent coeffieients 
the frequency-dependent matrices [Yjh ] and 
Boundary conditions (mode dependent) 
""'" E1MOD: evaluates the matrix El relating ~ to ~ 
Bernoulli's Theorem (mode independent) 
E3MOD: evaluates the matrix E3 relating "c' 
J.. 
Generalized Forces (mode dependent) 
-' \ 
""' to 1 
E4MOD: evaluates the matrix relating e to 
Combining 
[ljh]· 




ADMOD: implements an aerod~~amic design method which yields the shape 
from a prescribed pressure distribution. 
~ 
$ 
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This slide presents the contents of Checkpoint #1 (input to module 
BODYG), which conftists of information describing the geometry of the 
aircraft body. ~~ is user-oriented in that the quantities required are 
compatible with the output of state-of-the-art geometry preprocessors. 
Also, if the aircraft is svuunetric with respect to the x-:, plane, then 
only the right half need be supplied. The same is true for the x-y plane. 
Regarding the individual components of Checkpoint #1: 
o The Cartesian coordinates of the nodes are assumed to be already 
rotated; that is. the aircraft is oriented as desired by the 
user. 
o Referrin~ to the example d~~icted on the slide, element number 1, 
corner 1 yields node numbet 2. 
o The body-symmetry code numbers reflect \o.'hether symmetry is 
considered with respect to the x-z and/or y-z planes • 
o The element code numbers provide information ~uch as whether 
or not a wake emanates from an edge of an element, or if an edge 
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This slide presents the contents of Checkpoints 02 (input to 
Module WAKEG) , 03 (input to Module E4MOD) and 04 (input. to Module ElMOD). 
Checkpoint 02 consists of information describing the geometry of the 
wake. By describing the wake as a collection of strips, many different 
forms of input can easily be made compatible. If a wake strip is symmetric 
with respect to the x-z plane, then only the right half need be supplied 
(same for the x-y plane). 
Also, 
o Desired orientation of the wake with respect to the 
aircraft is assumed to already be satisfied. 
o The matrix that relates each wake strip no. with the 
corresponding four trailing-edge element numbers is used in 
evaluating the trailing edge values of the potential and 
for determining the values of the pressure discontinuity 
at the centroid of the trailing-edge elements. 
Checkpoint #3 corresponds to the generalized-forces deformation 
modeSt and Checkpoint 114 corresponds to the boundary-condition deformation 
modes. 
= . V 
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This slide presents the contents of Checkpoints 05 (input to module 
COEFB) and #6 (input to module. COEFB and COEFW). These checkpoint. are 
at a lower level than checkpoints 01-4 if one views the SOUSSA P flow 
diagram as a top-down representation. The implications of this are that 
these checkpoints are not as "user-oriented" as higher-level checkpoints, 
since program execution has progressed to this pOint. This is evidenced 
by the fact that for Checkpoint OS, the same quantities a8 Checkpoint 01 
are required except that symmetry conditions (and their advantages in 
preparing geometrical input) are not considered. Furthermore, geometrical 
quantities such as the base vectors and normals of 'rfsce elements are 
not as readily available fro~ geometry preprocessc as the information 
contained in Checkpoint 01. These considerations must be accounted for 
by those users desiring to begin execution of SOUSSA P at this level. 
For version 1.1 of SOUSSA P, the location of the control points must 
be specified as the geometrical centroids of the body elements. For 
future versions (first-order finite element formulation), the location 
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Thi. slide presents the content. of Checkpoint 07 (input to module 
COEFW). This i. al.o not. top-level checkpoint. hence, its contents may 
not be •• "user-oriented" .&, .ay, Checkpoint 112. For inltance, at this 
level: 
o The coordinates of the wake elements (a& opposed to the wake 
strips) are required, and no .ymmetry conditions may be taken 
advantage of (i.e., all the elements must be input). 
o The matrix used in correction for the trailing-edge potential 
values, for example, must be given for the elements comprising 
the complete wake. 
o Most geometry preprocessoEwould not provide th~ matrix of the 
coefficients of influence of the trailing-edge elements that 
determin~ the value of the potential discontinuity for each wake 
element. Note for SOUSSA P 1.1 these coefficients are simply 1 
and -1, but for later versions. splines will be used to determine 
these coefficients • 
= m t 
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FLOW FIELD GRID GENERATION I 
I. DISCUSSION OF CURVILINEAR GRID GENERATION 
2. EFFECTS OF INACCURATE SURFACE REPRESENTATION 
p. 
, 
The accurate three-dimensional simulation of flow 
fields by finite difference or related methods will 
require a very accurate representation of the surface 
geometry. Continuity of surface slope and curvature 
is needed unless the configuration is, indeed, discon-
tinuous in these features. To support this view the 
problem of curvilinear grid generation for finite dif-
ference (or finite volume and some finite element) 
procedures is briefly sketched. The sensitivity of 
the numerical solution to inaccurate surface represen-
tation is then illustrated with examples (numerous 
examples of inaccuracy have been generated over the 
years, but they tend to be quickly discarded). 
Steger 1. 
____ :...J~I!t!. ...... ___ - ....... .L'-I-.... - ... -. '....-,-~~. 






Finite difference methods are used when nonlinear 
effects such as compressibility and strong viscous 
interaction are important. In a finite difference 
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In the finite dJfference method the flow field is 
discretized (or meshed) and derivatives are replaced 
by difference &pproximations. This process results in 
a large nonlinear system of algebraic equations which 
may require simultaneous solution. Generally the equa-
tions are sparse and well ordered so that efficient solu-
tion methods can be devised that are often amenable to 
vectorized co~puter processing. This is especially true 
if the aerodynamI.r. configuration is forced to coincide 
with a grid surface. 
To maintain accuracy, grid points should be clustered 
to the action regions of the flow field. In this example 
points are clustered to the leading and trailing edge 
of the airfoil. Viscous layers are resolved by cluster-
ing to the airfoil surface. 
Steger 3. 









In one form of grid generation. which is illustrated 
here in two dimensions, points are distributed on the 
body and outer boundaries. Curvilinear coordinates ~ 
and n are then generated by the solution of an elliptic 
equation that satisfies a maximum principle. By properly 
choos i ng min lmum and maximum values 0 f r. and l) on the 
boundari~s (see sketch). contour levels of monotonically 
increasing values of f. and n can be found that trace 
out a curvilinear coordinate system. 
In practice. the elliptic equations are solved in a 
transformed plane along specified F, Ilnd f1 coordinate 
lines. The solution for x and y along f..Tl coordi-
nates in the transformed plane then automatically finds 
constant lines of f, and Tl in the physical plane. 
Accurate surface representation enters into this 
process only once. When the grid points are specified 
alous the body surface, they must lie on or very near 
the correct boundary curve. Otherwise an error will 
result. not in generating a grid. but in later solving 
for the flow field about the correct configuration. 
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A grid generated by the previously described 
procedure prior to viscous layer reclustering. 
Stegt'r 5. 
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Small inaccuracies in the surface representation 
of a configuration can lead to much larger errors in 
predicted aerodynamic quantities. In this example 
(furnished by David Nixon), airfoil ordinates are 
slightly altered by placing sine-wave bumps on the 
upper surface of the profile. The perturbed ordinates 
are always within 1/2 percent of their correct local 
value, yet the percentage error in the Cp distribu-
tion is in places much greater. 
In general the computer processing work of gen-
erating an accurate surface representation is much 
less than the work in obtaining an accurate finite 
difference simulation. Consequently, the geometry 
should be much more accurately represented than the 





EFFECT OF INCORRECT'GEOMETRY ON Cp DISTRIBUTION 
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In this example of viscous transonic flow the 
radius of curvature of the airfoil actually changes 
near the leading edge. The finite difference scheme 
responds to the change with the peak in pressure 
distribution shown at the leading edge. A discon-
tinuity in curvature due to inaccurate surface repre-
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One possible mapping scheme for three 
dimensions. 
Steger 9 • 
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WELL ORDERED GRID MAPPli~GS 
PAPER AIRPLANE MAPPING (THAMES) 
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Another possible mappIng scheme for three 
dimensions. The axis singularity is definitely 
not a problem for certain formulations of the 




\~ELL ORDERED GRID I~APPIiJGS 
WARPED SPHERICAL MAPPING 
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FIGURE 2 - NASF CONFIGURATION 
NASA is at the preliminary definition phase of a project to create a 
numerical calculation of turbulent flow over complex shapes. A 
central element of the facility is the high-speed parallel p~ocessor 
capable of computing speeds in the range of 10 floating point 
operations/sec. (I gigaflop). An essential feature of the facility 
is a graphics station. The objective of this presentation is to 
outline the general requirements for this station and to relate the 
qualitative nature of the displays desired as well as the 
quantitative levels of data required to create such displays. 
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FIGURE 3 - SURFACE GEOMETRY 
An obvious use of the station is the display of surface geometry. Severa; 
techniques are available for such disolavs. The configuration may be shown 
by a line drawing system as a "wire-frame". Several display systems exist 
that enable such pictures to be rotated, zoomed, and clipped very rapidly 
and give the impression of motion on the screen. This picture Qains in 
realism and depth by display if only the visible surface boundaries. At 
this time, it is not possible to manipulate such a display in real-time 
because of the heav y computat iona I load requi red to sort the surfaces 
into hidden and visible. A third type of display, the shaded surface, is 
possible using video techniques rather than line drawing. While these 
pictures gain a great deal of realism, they lack the fine resolution of 
the line drawing system. This author's opinion is that the wire frame 
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FIGURE 4 - 2-D AND 3-D FLOW FIELD GRIDS 
Previous speakers have alluded to the problem of computing grid points 
at which fini~e difference methods are used to compute solutions to 
non-linear partial differential equations. One use of the graphics 
station is the display of such grids. While this is clearly feasible 
for the 2-D Qrid. the 3-D Qrid contains so many lines that it is 
confusinQ. Clearlv. some innovative techniques will be required to 
ailow the user to understand the network. 
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FIGURE 5 - PHYSICAL RESULT 
The results of the aerodynamic calculations must be presented to the 
user of the simulation facilitv. As with the 3-D flow field Qrids. 
considerable innovation will be required to present meaningful displays. 
A combination of dynamic displays with variable intensity and color 
will probably be required. 
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FIGURE 6 - PRESSURE DISPLAYS 
A number of wei I-known techniques are available for display of pressure 
distributions on wings. These are not easily adapted to fuselages and 
blended configurations. Again, consieerabJe innovation wil! be required. 
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FIGURE 7 - SURFACE GEOMETRY - WING 
The next 7 figures are an outline of the data requirement for surface 
geometry and flow field grids. A wing of reasonable complexity could 
be represented by either of I) a dense set of data; 2) a set of spline 
curves; or 3) a set of parametric patches. Regardless of the 
representation used, the data requirements are approximately 10 3 points . 
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FIGURE 8 - SURFACE GEOMETRY - NACELLE 
In a similar way, a nacelle requires also about 103 points. 
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FIGURE 9 - SURFACE GEOMETRY - FUSELAGE 
There are different types of fuselages - either transport or 
fighter. It appears that transport fuselages will require about 
1000 points while fighter fuselages will require about 5000 
points. 
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FIGURE 10 - SURFACE GEOMETRY - INTERSECTION 
In the region of component intersections, some detailed definition is 
required. A typical intersection could have approximately 3750 points. 
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FIGURE 11 - SURFACE GEOMETRY 
The results of the previous 4 figures are summarized here. To build up a rather 
idealized configuration of a transport fuselage, 2 Or 3 wing-like surfaces and 
I of 2 podded nacelles will require about 5000 points. A more detailed 
configuration with complex fuselage, several intersections and the full set 
of wings and tails would require about 105 points. Of COurse, a truly detailed 
airplane configuration with control Surfaces, high lift system, external stores 
and armament (suoh as a wind-tunnel model) could easily require 10. or even 10
7 
points for its definition. However, it is doubtful if configurations of this 
complexity can be simulated numerically in the foreseeable future. 
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FIGURE 12 - FLOW FIELD GRID GEO~ETRY 
The size of the fJow fieJd grid is strongJy reJated to the surface grid. Two 
diff~r£nt types of grids are utiJized, depending upon whether the equations 
being solved are inviscid or viscous. The resulting size of the fJow field 
grid is approximately 106 points. 
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FIGURE 13 - DATA VOLUMES 
From the previous 2 figures, the surface geometry and grid geometry require-
ments are seen to be about 104 and 106 , respectively. All other results 
are related to these figures. About 10 physical quantities are computed at 
each computation point, thereby gi~ng 107 points in the field and 105 on 
the surfac~. ~y integration into quantities such as spare loadings, moments, 
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FIGURE 14 - TIME TO MOVE DATA 
Now that the sizes of the various pieces of data are known, the times 
required to move data from one computer to another can be estimated. The 
speed limits associated with various facilities are shown on the horizontal 
axis. Several points are of interest. If telephone grade lines are used, 
it is impractical to transmit more than 104 words. Even with high speed lines, 
the input/output limitations of most minic~mputers are limtied to the 104-105 
bit/second range, making the process of transmitting a 3-D flow field grid a 
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Mann 1 
In this talk it is desired to focus attention on and place in perspective the machine shop's role 
in wind tunnel research. Clearly this role includes the fabrication of airfoil shapes that are 
to be instrumented and tested. In many cases it also includes fabrication of wind tunnel components 
such as rotor blades. 
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Mann 3 
To fabricate the airfoil shapes the machine shop wilT usually employ numerically controlled CNlC) 
machine tools. The data that controls the operation of these machine tools will usually be gener-
ated on computers by N/C programs of which APT is the best known but not the only example. It 
is at this level that I wish to focus attention - on the r~quirements and perfonmances o. the NlC 
programs that produce the cutter path data for control of the fabrication process. 
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Mann 5 
An input requirement of t~,e N/C program is that shape geometry be defined according to established fo~at. If the geometry definition requirement is met. the shop part programmer may then write 
instructions for an N/C program to calculate a cutter path and provide associated machining data. 
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In practIce, however, there are two realItIes wfth whIch the shop must contend. 
The first fs that the shape data whfch cames from the enSlneer may not be In a fono acceptable 
to the Nle program and must therefore be massaged Or reformulated, If the given data need only 
be translated, rotated or scaled, ft presents no great problem. However, ff the data Is to be 
generated. say for a ffllet between two defIned surfaces. Or ff ft fs to be extracted by dlgl-
tfzatfon from an accurate scale drawfng or actual model. ft may well present difficulty. 
The second fs that the cutter path algorfthms of the Nle programs. even at this late stage fn 
their development. are not yet 100 percent reI fable. Indeed some are more reliable than others 
and It fs the task of the part Programmer. where he has a chofce, to reformulate the data In the 
form opproprfate for the most relfable algorfthm. One comment On this last matter Is that a 
Jofnt l
n
ter .. tlo .. ·, effort fs now underway to resolve this last problem and hopefully fn two or 
three years It will not be a consfderatfon fn part fabrfcatfon. i 
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Mann 9 
Now let us return to the first stated reality - the need to reformulate input geometry to accept-
able fo~. 
Present NIC programs taken in their totality allow geometric input of three basic types: 
1. Pure analytical - planes, conics, quadrics, general parametrics, etc. 
2. Pure discrete - points and vectors for tabulated cylinders and meshes of points and 
vectors for sculptured surfaces. 
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Mann 11 
If the engineer describes a shape by pure analytic means (please no differential equations) then 
he may expect an adequate representation of the shape in the fabricated part. However. if the 
engineer describes his shape with discrete data (less than a semi-dense set) then he must be 
aware that this data must be fitted to equat10ns by the part programmer before it is input to the 
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Mann 13 
If the data adequately characterizes the shape in tenns of the fftting procedure. no problem arises. 
If ft does not. the question fs always whether the data is inadequate or the fitting procedure 
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Thus whenever discrete data is presented to the machine shop the engineer is not out of the woods 
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Mann 17 
What then is the best shape definition for the machine shop? Analytic dati. ~~' .• ( f, til! next 
best? Discrete or cOIDposite data for which Nle progr_ fitting procedures I ,.' , ·1:~.·~ ~cept­
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IPAD SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
GRAPHICS ARCHITECTURE WITHIN IPAD SYSTEM 
GEOMETRY STANDARDS & I f~PACT ON I PAD 
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IPAD - GENERAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
IPAD as a system has been designed to this point within a total corporate complex and its use of computers. 
Part A of this viewfoil shows the topmost consideratinn in this general system architecture and envisions 
that a corporate complex is comprised of several CAD/':AM complexes which communicate with each other 
through a corporate network. 
The CAD/CAM complex i, turn is composed of several computer complexes, each of which have their local 
data base and they ir. turn communicate with each other through a local network which has attached to the 
Jocal network, a global data base and an IPAD global data base. 
In general, these two networks have markedly different communications characteristic3. The corporate 
network is characterized by the utilization of normal communications or microwave media and is character-
ized by speed in the order of kilo baud. On the other hand, the local network ucilitizes specialized 
communications technology and a series of microprocessors. These microprocessors provide the means for 
attaching heterogeneous computers to the local network. The local network operates in distances in the 
order of thousands of feet and at speeds in the order of megabaud. 
Within anyone of these computer complexes, we find a host computer, its local data base and an IPAD local 
data base. An interface between the host and the IPAD system, the IPAD system and a body of non-IPAD 
program application programs as w~ll. 
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INTEGRATION OF GEOMETRY-GRAPHICS INTO IPAD SYSTEM 
This slide repeats some of the elements of a computer complex and some of the elements of the IPAD system 
architecture. In addition, as shown in the highlighted portion of the slide, the particular components 
that are associated with the Geometry-graphics system are indicated. Shown here are: 1) IPAD Geometry 
Standard Utility, High-Level Graphics (HLGR) which is optional. HLGR provides high-level FORTRAN-callable 
subroutines that is not purely graphics (e.g., data modeling, plotting formats). They can be considered 
graphics-related macros which are used to generate frequently used displays; and 2) the IPAD graphics 
primitives. 
The IPAD graphics primitives and the IPAD geometry standard utility will be discussed in detail in the 
following slides. It should be noted from this slide that the graphics user interfaces wit~ the host 
operating system (using graphics interface software) who in turn interfaces with the IPAD eXE'~tive. 
Through t~e IPAD executive. the graphics user has access to the analysis programs and the various compo-
nents of the IPAD system.as shown. The graphics user also has access to the data base through the IPAD 
information processor, and access to the local network and all the resources that c~5cade outward from 
the local network as shown on the earlier architecture slides. 
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DISTRIBUTED IPAD LOCAL NETWORK EXAMPLE 
As mentioned, the graphics user has access through the host operating system to the local network. The 
IPAD architecture anticipates as typical implementations of this distributed architecture, a variety of 
processers (computers) which might be specialized to particular tasks or processing requirement (i.e., 
graphics nodes). Such an example of processing requirements is shown on this slide where, associated 
with the prime might be finite element modeling, associated with a larger processor like a CDC CVBER 
finite element analysis and so forth, as illustrated. It is the intent, presently, of the IPAD develop-
ment, to allocate a CAD system such as AD2000 to a DEC PDP/11-70 processor and to associate this processor 
with other processors in the network as shown here. 
,~ 
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IPAD GEOMETRY STANDARDS 
This slide discusses various standards items and their impact on the IPAD system design. Standards would 
be concerned with primitives covering point, curve and so forth as well as primitives for text and dimen-
tioning, etc. Such primitives thus cover the aspects of geometry as well as drafting. Secondly. rela-
tionships between the primitives are of concern covering items such as union replication. Thirdly. geome-
try model management is also a concern. Model management cover aspects such as save, restore, and copy 
for dealing with models which have been constructed through the use of primitives and primitive relation-
ships. Such models represent the needs of analysis, parts for manufacturing, kinematic studies, and so 
forth. 
These standards impact various aspects of the IPAD system design. As an example. it is anticipated in the 
language area of the IPAD system that a geometry data definition language and a geometry data management 
language will be required to be implemented, and in the case of the geometry definition, all of the primi-
tives are o~ direct impact upon this language. Similarly, the primitive relationships have a direct im-
pact on the manipulation language. 
The data management aspects of the IPAD system are impacted very heavily by the requirements of model 
management. Thus IPIP, the data base management system utility in IPAD, will be directly influenced by 
the data structures that are implied in the model management aspects of the standard as well as the parti-
cular data structures associated with the primitives and the primitive relationships. This portion of the 
IPAD data manager will have to be tailored for high performance to meet the response time requirements of 
a highly interactive user engaged in geometry modeling. 
The data communication implications of the standards will have an effect upon both the local data base and 
global data base aspects of the architecture as shown on the earlier configuration charts. The highly 
interactive dialog work is expected to be handled, on a data communication basis, through the local net-
work and to be handled between not only th~ local data base to the local data base, but also be handled 
internally within any given processor to the local data base directly. Large data volumes and traffic 
over longer distances which might take place between the various CAD complexes as shown on the earlier 
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IPAD SYSTEM DESIGN IMPACT 
LANGUAGES 
----GDDL - GEOMETRY DATA DEFINITION LANG. 
/GDML - GEOMETRY DATA MANIPULATION LANG. 
/ 
/ QUERY - PRIMITIVE OR MODEL LEVEL 
MODEL MGT. 
DATA f1ANAGEMENT 
IPIP (DBMS) UTILITY 
DATA STRUCTURES SUPPORTED 
- TAILORED FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE 
- DATA COMMUNICATION 
DATA VOLUMES AND TRAFFIC ON 
LOCAL NETWORK 
- RESPONSE FOR HIGHLY INTERACTIVE 
DIALOGUE 
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GEOMETRY MODELING PROCESS 
The various elements of the IPAD system and the geometry standard utilities are shown in relation to the 
geometry modeling process. 
A user, through his term1nal and the host system, is attached to the IPAD executive IPEX. Through IPEX 
the user has 1) access to IPIP for direct access to GDDL, GDML, Query and Model Management activities in 
the Local IPAD D.B. or the Global IPAD D. B •• and 2) access to the IPAD CAD system and the IPAD geometry 
standard utility for constructing, manipulating. editing and managing 3D geometry models. During the 
modeling process, the model will be in the Local IPAD D.B. However, the model management utilities of 
IPIP provide for functions between the Local and Global Data Bases. Finally, the various geometry mod!ls 
of interest to a community of users are stored in the Global IPAD D.B. 
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IPAD GRAPHIC STANDARD 
This chart illustrates the various elements that are utilized when displaying pictures of models which have 
been created, and illustrates in addition, the location of the IPAD graphic standard elements. The user 
would utilize, from the IPAD data base, various analyses, graphics utilities, and high-level graphics ~ou­
tines to construct, through the use of the graphics primitives, a set of pictures, finally building up a 
virtual display file. Tnis display file could be saved for other postprocessing needs. The display file 
is passed to the device interface software. The display file could be passed directly to the smart termi-
nal. In the case of dumb terminals, the device interface software would map the display file into the 
routines associated with displaying the picture. Similar processes would take place to off-line plotting 
devices. 
The core primitives are the simplest graphics tools. Primitives include: Input, output, segments, attri-
butes, view ~ransformations, and control. They effi~ody the concept of portability and graphics standardi-
zation. The graphics primitives are designed to allow easy creation and component modification of graphic 
displays. Primitives are not designed to modify the user's data structures directly when CRT changes are 
made. ~he responsibility for modifying data structure resides with the application program responsible 
for the data structure (e.g., CAD). However, "hooks" are provided by the primitives to allow a program to 
propagate changes made on the CRT in the data structure produced by the application program. 
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GEOMETRY AND GRAPHICS STANDARDS IN CAD SYSTEMS 
Generically, a CAD system has such major elements as geometry-related analysis routines, transformation 
capability between the geometry and the graphics routines, provision for user interaction data management, 
and contains procedures for ~?,dling both geometry and graphics. Typical of such systems are CAoo, Ao2000, 
and CADAM. Each CAD system lias its own unique method of handling geometry. Therefore, communication be-
tween CAD/CAM systems and related D.B.'s become a major problem. The IPAD geometry standard will provide 
a common basis to which each can be interfaced and thus reduces the number of translators required. Such 
systems are characteristically used to accept data from a user and to produce either models, geometric 
models of particular entities of interest and also to display pictures of those models. Modeling process 
uses geometry standards.> In this picture we show that the IPAD geometry standard is intended to enc~ 
pass the work to date of the ANSI Y14.26.1 committee, plus additional items such as drafting standards, 
which were mentioned earlier. Similarly, there is an IPAD graphic standard which is based primarily on 
the work of an ACM SIGGRAPH and augmented by basic drawing elements. It is the intent of the IPAD program 
to develop an IPAD geometry standard based upon the ANSI work and an IPAD graphics standard, based upon 
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GEOMETRY AND GRAPHIC STANDARDS IN CAD SYSTEMS 
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FUTURE USE OF IPAD GEOMETRY AND GRAPHICS STANDARDS 
IPAD graphics standard has the potential of being adopted by such standar~s bodies as the ACM SIGGRAPH 
and the ANSI committees. In the future we would expect that systems would be designed and built with 
this standard as a basis and that for the interim. the existence of the IPAD standards would expedite 
·he integration of such systems into an IPAD environment. 
From the pOint of existing systems, two different strategies are available to us. With respect to geo-
metry, we have the option of translating, as shown on the previous slide. between the IPAJ geometry stan-
dard and the geometry standard of the particular commercial CAD system in use, thus creating an interface. 
Or, directly replacing those particular geometry portions of the commercial CAD system and associated data 
management. In the case of graphics. we anticipate that it will be necessary to replace the graphics rou-
tines directly with the ~ JAD graphics primitives. The geometry and graphics associated routines in 
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FUTURE USE OF IPAD GEO~ETRY AND GRAPHICS STANDARDS 
FUTURE SYSTEr1S 
o DESIGN Ai'JD BUILD vlI:Y STArJDARDS AS A BASIS. 
o EXPEDITE INTEGRATION INTO AN IPAD ENVIRONMENT. 
EXl SrI t~G SYSTEMS 
GEor~ETRY ASPECTS 




o IPAD GEOMETRY DATA 
o MANAGEMENT UTILITY AND 
ASSOCIATED DATA BASE 
GRAPHICS ASPECTS 
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QUESTIONS TIIAT MIGHT BE DISCUSSED IN PANELS 
• fANEl I: RE~U!REMENTS 
I. How a~::urdte rrust be tile surface location, slope and curvatures :'0 give 
acceptable acrodynanic calculation results? 
2. Spline methods (1~I~ear or higt-er order interpolation) introduce SOme ccgrec 
of artificial waviness. At what point does this introduce significant 
errors in aerodyn~~ic c~:culation (0r measurement)1 
3. Real aerodynamic shapes usually have discontinuities in the surface such 
as sharp edges. corners, gaps and inlet/exhaust holes. How precisely do 
these need to be specified? 
4. Aerodynamic calculations often involve several iterations or cases that 
call for mi"lor adjustments in surface shape, flow conditions or paneling 
density/distribution. whc: is a "reasonable turnaround time" between 
aerodynamic analyse~1 This question could be stated as: What "turnaround 
li:re" would caus.: aerodYrl.Jmic analysts or rcor;eClrchers to abandon or hardly 
use all avai la~le computerized geometry method? !low much input and re-
input would be inhibiting7 
5. The original aerodynamic shape specification can come from a number of 
• sources; drawings at several levels of detai I, lists of coordinates, 
systems of equations or coefficients, actual wind tunnel mod.ls or aircraft. 
Should a surface representation system accomodate all these sources? What 
checking n~thods are needed? 
6. Is it time to discuss standardization? 
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lJnfversft'y of Connectfcut 
OnJlartmcnt of ,.1echanfcal En~fneerfn~ 
ComJluter-Afden OesfF.n lahoratory 
"athemi'tical Techniques for Surface Oescription 
fJASA / Ames Workshop 
Aircraft Surface ~epresAntatfon for Aeronynamic romnutatfon 
'~arch 1,2 1!l78 
Scott ". Staley 
n r. F'h f 1 1 f Jl r. "'h i t f" 
Pro Richard r:. Gilrrett 
IIniversity of ronncetfr.lIt 
!':torrs, ronncpcticlit 
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nF POOR QUAlrr": 
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AnnlytlcAl ~urface Oescrlotlnn 
ParaMetric reprcsr.ntatlon nf unit sohprlcAl surfACP 
x • cos ~ sin I 
Y • sin A sin I 
z • cos I 
Two para~eters 9,1 re~ulrerl to ~enerate surfacp In 3-0 
,,-.:--;--~-... , 
Vpctnr o~rAMetrlc r.qUAtion 
ParaMetric tangents 
Twist vectnrs, (rross ~rrlvatlvps) 
5urface normCtls (rross rrotfuct of h/o tanp,pnt vectnrs) 










Analytical Surface nescrl~tlon 
Some ~Anl primitives 
Fiaun 1 ... 
, 
- -- ntt 1-
, ,., .. ,...., 
r. 
l 
Analytical Surface nescrfptfon 
AnVANTAGES 
F.xact Mathematical rlescrl~tfon 
~o storfn~ lar~e ouantftfes of d~ta pofnts 
Secondary surface ~ropertfes easfly derfve~ 
I.e. surface areas, volumes, curvaturps, etc. 
No fnter~olatlon schemes necessary 
OI~ADVANTAGES 
lf~lted class of surfaces addressahle 
t4athematlcs of composfte ohjects relatfvely c()m~lp.x 
Prohle~s not yet solved fncludr h~undary condftfons, 
smontheness, oblfque an,.lc Intersectfons, fIllets 
OF.S I GtJ SYSTE,4S I I'T III TV 
PAOl system (Part and Assemhly nescrf~tfnn lan~ua~p) 
Ofscrete "art descrf~tfon 
et'" iM? ,," t • .1.6 '0' pr em 
l 
Rilinear Surfnc~ Oescrl~tl~n 
PAATUEMATICS 
QCU,\") • [Cl-u) u] rpCO,O) Pcn,l;] r1w-wl lpC 1,0) PC 1, 1 ~ l J 
AOVANTAGES 
Sf~~le to construct/fr~Iement 
PAnE It 
P~ints on surface linear combination of patc~ en~~olnts 
llser not involved with parametric tanltents, etc. 
o I ~"n"A~'TAGES 
~"t n fl~xlhle ~ulti-~ur~os~ t~chnlnue 
" siny.lp natc~ is not n curverl surface 
tIn ~nrp. than ff rst orrier cnnt fnul ty anywhere 
. - c -4-' i .. 
.' fft #"'M tnt tit 't - --- 'FEet 
s 
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LOfted or Ruled Surface "escrlptlon 
MATHEMATICS 
Q(u,w) • P(u,O) (l-w) + P(u,l) w 
ADVANTAGES 
General Scheme 
Can accommodatr. different curve types(polynoml~l,s~llne,etc) 
DISADVANTAGES 
Contains curves on only two sirles of patch 
Linear inter~olatlon scheme In one direction 
o 
r. fairness across ~atch bouncarles 




Linear Coons' Surface 
t~ATIfE~1AT I CS 
• [C l-u) u] rpC 0, \'1)1 
l.!'Cl,wU 
- [Cl-u) u] rpCO,O) 
I!'Cl,O) 
AnVANTAGES 
Allo\'IS curve on all four sides of J'atch 
~upports rllfferent curve rlescrlptlons 
Lin~ar hlendlnR easy to implement 
OlSI\nVANTAGES 
~o~e curve types could be Involved mathematically 
lineAr blendln?, functions rleterMlne InternAl 












MI\ TH £"'1\ TI CS 
Q(u,w) • P(u,Q)II,(wl • PCQ,wll\lul. PCu,llA,Cwl • PCl,wlf\Cul 
-PCO,O) 8.Cu)B.Cw) - PCl,O) B,Cu)9.Cw) 
-P(O,l) 8.CU)R,Cw) - PCl,!) 8,Cu)R,Cw) 
where: 8. t • 1 - 3t + ( ) t 2t' 
I • 9.C t) • 3 t - 2 t 
are the 'R'endln~ FunctIons' 
and the P(u,w) are the Overh~user curves formIng the ~atch bounrla~fp.s 
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Overhauser-Coons' Sureace 
IMproved algorIthm for fast computatIon 
FacIlItAtes the use of 'ShapIng Tools' 
Retter lOCAl control than cubIc curve technl~ues 
OISADVANTAGES 
large node displacement may cause spurious wl~~les 
Adrllng a point to curve affects 3 curve segments 
~ovinr. a point affects 4 neIghborIng curve sp.gments 
Normally 12 arljacent patches are affected by the 
PAnE R 
displ~cp.mr.nt of a single ~oint In common to 4 patches 
Complex cJ('1ta structure/data handlIng facIlities 
Stor~r.e requirements - rlata points and tangents 
C' fairness across patch boundarIes 
nESIGN SYSTEM / UTiliTY 
Three Oimensional Oeslgn Systom -- J. Brewer (1977-Purrlue) 
Total software implementation (no special har~WArp. r~quirerl) 
-
<ftC ,. nr. _+' 7 -., .mm= . . .. 
.~."" 
91cublc Surface Des~rlptfon 





whnre AfCt) are the cubic 'Rlendln~ Functions' 
[R,C t) 8J t > BJ t) ,\C t >] • [I t' t 1] [2 -2 1 1] 
-3 3 -2 -1 
o 0 1 0 
100 0 
• 
and f Is the boundary condition matrix 
I 
corn~r ~ w-tAn~ent 
coorcUnates I vectors 
----------------
I u-tan~ent twl~t 
vectors I vectors 
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~Icuhlc ~urf~ce Oescrl~tlon 
AOVANTAGES 
........... 
'~pll ,.,roven And wlrlely used method 
OISI\OVANTAGES 
\ 
Not readily arlaptable to surface '~h~pln~ Tools' 
Three nUAntltles (~osltlon ,tan~ent v~ctors,twlst vectors) 
All must he workerl \'11 th to manipulate surfAcp. s",."e 
HAr~ to have Intuitive fr.p.l for surface s"ape cnntrol 
ralculation rllfflc~lty Is hl~h (matrix Inversion) 
Poor local curve control 
~ust split curve to represent knuckles 
1 C fairness 
lArr.e storar.e requlr~ments 
~purlous wiggles from parametric cubics 
nES "~N SYSTEM I (IT III TY 
rlASI\ I "f1"Ir.s sys tem 
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A~zler Curve and Surface nescrl~tlon 
AnVANTAGES 
low stnra~e requlrem~nts -- poly~on poInts 
HI~h orner curve and surface fairness 
Intultrve user Interface to surface control 
t~ngent and twrst vector control parameters 
m~nrpulated hy placement of poly~on poInts 
Interactrve curve approxImation shown effectlvp 
Ah InItio surface desIgn capahilltles 
V~rr~tlon rllmlnlshlng ~ro~ertles 
nlSl\nVANTAGES 
local curve control poor 
ronc~tenatln~ Rezler curves ~nd surfaces not wpll developed 
"srn~ hi~h de~ree polynoMrals, so",e smoothness lost 
comnutatlon costs Increase nroportlonatply 
OFS f(iN SYSTEM I "Tllf TY 
U'''SURF ~ysteM -- Rep;le Renault 
.~ .. 
• ~ "'1-· ...... ,..,wn- • _ ....... .-.. _ ....... -
R-S~llne rurvp. ftnrl Surface Oescrlntlon 
,'" TH r:,'J\ T , C S 
Curves 
II 
C C t)· ~ ~ ~.C t ) 
4=-
w~c rc p ... "o 1 Y1':nn vrrt Ices 
~ • hasls functions .. ,. 
t~P. N rnatrlx 
rartp.s I an Protfuct 5l:rfi'r.f' 
, 
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B-Spllne Curve and Surface Oescrl~tlon 
ADVANTAGES 
W~ll conditioned for curve order less than 20 
local basis s.t. at every point only k basis # 0 
low storage requirements -- poly~on points 
A-S~llne formulation contains Bezler as a special case 
nood user control handles for manlpulatln~ surface 
No. and placement of polYRon vertices 
~ultl~le (repeated) poly~on vertices 
I'Irrfer of curve 2~ k$ no. of vertices 
Ab Initio curve and surface desl~n 
Follows ~olygonal form more closely than Aezler curve 
r.ood local curve control 
VArIAtion dlmlnlshlnR pro~erty 
DI~A()VANTAGES 
Not ''Ie 1 1 cipveloped as A curve flttlnl!: t~chnlQue 
rAlcul~tlon difficulty moderate to hl~h 
nES' r.N 5YSTE~1 I UTILI TY 
ttnivprsity of IJtah 5ystem -- J.H. ClArk (1974) 
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In conjunction with relearch beln, conducted by the 
Mechanical En,lneerln, Department at th. University of 
Connecticut In the area . of three dimensional model 
,eneratlon, a review of the literature ha. been conducted. 
The topics of primary Interelt were (1) Mathemetlcal 
. technlques for three dimensional surface representation and 
dellan and (2) State of the art In three dlmenllonal 
computer model leneratlon. Thl. presentation to the NASA I 
Ames workshop on Aircraft Surface Representation for 
Aeordynamlc Computation Is a summery of the Investl,atlon 
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Curve and surface alaorithas have received ever-increasing 
attention during recent years. Bezier and Riesenfeld introduced 
algorithms that allow .ore intuitive control of shape than the 
earlier developed Coons foraulation. A lesser known para.etric 
curve description, known as parabolic blending, was developed 
by A. W. Overhauser in 1968 at Ford Motor Co.pany. This for.u-
lation offers unique advantage~ to interactive curve and surCace 
manipulation because it is based solely on coordinates on the 
curves, and not para.etric derivatives. 
For.ulation of Overhauser Curves fro. Parabolic Blendin,. 
Parabolic blenJing consists of a para.etric blend of two 
parabolas per) and q(s). 
per) and q(s) are plane parabolas constructed CroM the first 
three points, and the second three, respectively. 
A~-I 
~ 
- - -.----~--- -- --------_.----
The curve is a blend of these parabolas between the inner 
two points. 
r l ,.). r t'a. r ijS 
'l ('5). l,.a f'" i1 c. 
Each parabola can be expressed as a quadratic in its 
paraaeter. 
These can be coabined via a linear relationship between 
rand t, and sand t, resulting in a cubic space curve. 
'k -V. 'I .. 1>. c.l ~ ). t -c..' -t- -t i1 -'I.. 
_"'1. z -'/ .. 'P. I 
'I ... 0 P, "'/~ 0 
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By arbitrarily assigning a value of r • l/Z at t· 0, a 
co.pact, easy to construct for.ulation is found, depending only 
on the space coordinates on the curve. 
A series of hlended curves is cons~ructed easily by 
sequencing the selection of the four points. First derivative 
continuity is maintained as a consequence of the c(t) for.ulation. 
r, 
If a dis~ontinuity in the first derivative is desired, off-
curve points can he introduced. In this .anncr, thc~e points 
allow flexihle shape control si.i1ar to Bezier's design points. 
" ,,, 
cU) 
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This formulation also allows two points to be coincident 
without numerical difficulties. 
" surface can he constructed from Overhauser curves by 
several methods. Overhauser suggested that sets of four points 
on "parallel" curves be used to form a parabolic "blend" across 
an interior patch. The "traces" could be calculated in the 
opposite parametric direction, or the two could he averaged if 
des ired. J n any case, the sur face shape depends upon 5 i x teen 
adjacent coordinates. 
Interaction 
Overhauser curves anJ surfaces were added to an interactiv~ 
30 design ~ystem heing developed in the Computer-Design and 
Graphics Lahoratorv in the SdlOol of Mechanical Engineering at 
Purdue Un i ve rs i t y . lite system also allowed Coons' bicubic 
surface .. fe" 1.(' interact i ".('ly manipulated using an Imlac POS-I 
refresh Ji"l'lay (onnccf('d to a PDP 11/40 minicomputer . 
cd . 
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An Overhauser Curve is constructed by placing points in 
3 space with a dynamic 3D cursor. The curve is m .nipulated by 
"picking-up" a point anJ JTag~ing it. Affected segMents of 
the curve are intensified by the system. New points can be 
easily added to the curve in the same manner. 
Surfaces are shapeJ in a similar manner as points ale moved. 
. -
l' 
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A group of points formin~ a curve or surface can be 
manipulated using a slt..1pinR tool, such as a plane. The 3D 
plane is defined by the desi~ner, and points "stick" to it 
as it moves in space. This illustrates one flexibility 
afforded by the Overhauser formulation. 
The ten minute film shows the 3D desiyn system in action, 
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An Overhauser curve is created using the 3D cursor, and 
a planar shape tool is used to "flatten" the curve. 




A cylinder consist;n~ of eight Overhauser surfaces is 
generated and truncated with the planar shaping tool. 
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REPRESENTIVE GRAPHICAl DISPLAYS 
Graphical displays can take many different shapes and fOnls. The ultimate gOil 
is to obtafn as high a quality representatfon of the actual data as possible as 
cheaply and quickly as we can. In doin~ this. we should consider the ulti .. te 
potentfal of th~ plotttng device as well as the data itself. 
1 RAU/LARC 
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RASTER SPACE-LINE PLOTTING CONCEPT 
All raster-oriented plotting devices use some sort of a curve approxiMation 
method. The raster space can be thought of as an nx. grid of points to which the 
plotter can position itself. The plotter then draws in straight line segoents 
between node points. Some plotters use methods breaking down such segoents into 


























A curvilinear line may be broken down into line segments at the programming level 
rather than the plotting device level. This is especially beneficial in working with very 
dense data representations, since many calls to the actual plotting routines may then be 
bipassed. In this example, a reasonable curve representation could be specified with just 
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FORTRAN IMPLEMENTATION OF POINT-THINNING LOGIC 
FORTRAN code implementing a point-thinning technique is illustrated by the 
DO loop as shown. Input x-y data to be plotted is provfded in the XLOC lnd YLOC 
arrays. The AMUlT factor is the number of rasters per unit of plotting length, 
~.g., 200 rlsters per inch for most CAlCOMP devices. The IFIX function converts 
a floating point number to the integer MOde. The CAlPlT routine is the actual 
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FORTRAN IMPLEMENTATION OF POINT-THINNING LOGIC 
FORTRAN code implementing a point-thinning technique is illustrated by the 
DO loop as shown. Input x-y data to be plotted is provided in the XLOC lnd YlOC 
arrays. The AMULT factor is the number of rasters per unit of plotting length, 
~.g .• 200 rasters per inch for most CALCOMP devices. The IFIX function converts 
a floating point number to the integer mode. The CALPLT routine is the actull 
plotting routine. In its call, the third parlmeter s~c~{1es pen up (-3) or pen 
down (=2). 
7 RAU/LARC 
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.'Itl II I." , l"lIlf • ,1\0 • II.S , 
C CHL ,,·t ICI.'ll "lUff",~ "uu"lIIt 
CA&.l C,".oL' , '" "'. J , 
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"' Cu,,' I l1o l'E 
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CALL lAlPL' • aN, 'N. l , 
1000 CO"" /lout. 
• • • 
FORTRAN implementation of point-thinning logic 




TYPICAL POINT-THINNING PROGRAM OUTPUT 
The point-thinning logic has been implemented in an independent plot prOQram 
used to plot from real-time analysis runs in the batch mode. In this example, 
thare are twenty-five data points per second. Thus somewhat over 1000 points were 
examined for each curve. Obviously some curves are more active than others and 
required more data points to be plotted. Visual comparison with methods plotting 









































Typical point-thinning orogram output 
•• 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Typical results from the real-time data plotting program showed that about 
90 percent of the points could be skipped in the actual plotting process. This 
resulted in significantly reduced CPU time and reduced I/O activity. Similar 
benefits are anticipated for i~teractiye graphics applications. 
11 RAU/LARC 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
o NORMALLY MORE THAN 90 PERCENT OF THE DATA PO I NTS COULD 
BE IGNORED. 
o CPU TIMES WERE REDUCED TO ABOUT 30 PERCENT OF THEIR 
FORMER REQU IREMENTS IN THE PLOITING PHASE. 
o RESULTING PLOT VECTOR FILES (INCLUDING TITLES, GRiDS, ETC., 
WERE REDUCED IN SIZE BY OVER 50 PERCENT. 
o THE METHOD NEEDS TO BE APPLIED TO THE INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 
D I SPLAYS. COMPUTER RESPONSE SHOULD IMPROVE DUE TO BI:TTER 
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PARAMETRIC CUBIC SURFACE 
REPRESENTATION 
B'f 
DAVID P. ROLAND 
NASA S\JRFACE AEPREsE~TAT I ON ~O"J(SHQ~} 1-Z NARCH 1~78 
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Ames Research Center has devplop~d a geom~tr~ sy.te~ 
clriented towards intel'act.ive C'olfl?IJt.PT' srnf-n:.·:c;, to 
interface to 1 inE'C3ri zed pan!?l a("\·()d~rl~n.j c. <, ~-' .j£{ raCfIS. 
This sYsteIJI PT'ovidec, 2 seomc:'trlf f·r>fl·~!:;r·rro·"lon of 
realistic cd.rcT'aft corltislJrations fro"l wh:c:-: analy-' 
tical mathematical models can bE' crE'a~erl. Various 
confiSurations can be assemblE'd Guickly f,om inde-
pendent seornetric components. 
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GEOMETRY SYSTEM GOALS 
• GEOMETRY DEFINES PANELLING 
• ASSEMBLE CONF I GURAl I O~·S QU I CKL Y 
* DATA FORMAT USEFUL FOR INTERACTIVE 
"GRAPH I CS 
---








Parametric cubic eauations were splect~d a~ ,~e data 
format because they had severa] important ~~a':lres: 
* a sinsle mathematical format can be USFU 
D. P. Roland 
to represent curves and surfaces of al~ 
kind~. 
* parametric eauations do not experience 
numeri~al diffi'ulties with infinite 
slopes. 
* it is a mature technolo~~ with a larsp 
base of software availabl~ beth in l~­
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FEATURES OF PARAMETRIC CUBICS 
* SI.NGLE FORMAT FOR ALL CURVES/SURFACES 
* HANDLES INFINITE SLOPES 
~. 
* MATURE TECHNOLOGY 
* SOFTWARE AVAILABLE IN INDUSTRY 
~~ALJ3 
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It has beer. recognized that F'aT'alr.et.ric c'::--:.c5 have 
some li~itations~ The ability to sF'ecif~ ~iaF'e con-
tinuit~ in the general case 2~d hiSher or:~- deriva-
t i ves continui t~ was lackins. ThE" fTra~d.lTllJlr :-,'Jrr.oe r of 
sides in a patch is four and some waviness oc=urs with-
in a surface. However, it has been deternined that 
these restrictions will not impact the reGuirements of 
the aerod~namics prosrams empIo~ed. 
II. F'. Rol arid 
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UMITATIONS OF PARAMETRIC CUBICS 
." NO GENERAL SLOPE CONTLNUITY 
• NO HIGHER ORDER CONTLNU1~Y 
* MAXIMUM OF 4 SIDES PER PATCH 
* WAVINESS POSSIBLE WITHIN SURFACES 
t 
_____ 4 
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The Seo.etric entities utilized in this s~stem are 
the point, the parametric cubic curve and the bicubic 
surface patch. A point in three-space is a triple 
of the component coordinates. A curve in three-space 
has each coordinate defined as a cubic Fol~nomial 
of the parameter u. Similaril~ for a surf~ce, which 
is a bicubic in u and w. Since the parameters are 
limited to the ranSe 0 - 1, each entit~ is bounded 
and has a sense of direction. 
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The format of parametric cubic eauations is well-suited 
to matrix notation. In the algebraic form, ~t is com-
putationallY efficient, although the coefficJents are 
difficult to interpret. In he Seometri~ form, the 
coefficients become the end or coroner F·e: r,t:, .sf.d the 
parametric tangent vectors, ~rolli which the S;JPE? at the 
ends can be determined by divisiorlt This form is Guite 
useful to the engineer aE a simple reference for posi-
tion and slope continuity. 









* ALGEBRIAC MATRIX FORMAT * 
p< U) = [U3 U Z U 1] I A 
B 
T ~. I C 
p< U , w)= [U ] [A ] [ W ] I D 
* GEOMETRIC MATRIX FORMAT ~ 
p( U )=[F1< U) FZ( U) F3( U) Fif( U) ] I Po 
T 
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Parametric cubic appro~imations of other commonly 
used curves can be created via straightforward 
techniGues. A conic approximation is developed by 
the besinnins and end points, slopes and heel poi~t. 
r.;ho determines tile t!JFC~ of conic cre3+,ed! C .:.: .5 i:; 
an ellipse; .5 is a parabola (which is f:>;:c>::~,' not, 
c:'FF-ro;<imate); .5:;;' .75 is a h',Jbel'l:.lOla. ThE;: c::.rcle 
2Pproximation is a special case of the conic havinS 
th~ correct end points and slopes, and the f:licipoint 
on the circle. The sraphical layout descrlt1nS the 
point of u =.5 can be used to Guickly ~E~jne the 
curve from its coefficients or to approxiffiate even 
hand-drawn curves. This techniGue is alse spplic-
able to space curves. 
F'. Ru} 2,nd 
~ - \ 
CREATE CURVES 
* CONIC· APPROXIMATION 
Pol:: 4r:> (Jr-~) 
"-
J?' -=- .(;<=> ('f} - Pz ) 
~ CIRCULAR APPROXIMATION 
7;:'- rf II;' f _ I-R (!-t'tJSO) 
71' = <jJ d 1(' - SIn e 
- * GRAPHICAL LAYOUT 
v, ) _ Po-rP, 7)/_ Il' 
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Gener8l space curves can be de~ined analyticallY via 
a ~our-point trans~ormation. Complex shapes are de-
~ined as piecewise continuous sesments+ Slope con-
tinuity can be speci~ied i~ reGuired. Sesmented 
curves with curvature continuity can be created with 
spline ~ittinS techniGues+ 
II. F'. f.:uland 





.~ * THROUGH 4 POINTS 
Po P, 
* SEGMENTED CURVES Pa Po P, 
POSITION~L CONTINUITV ~LURV~ 
SLOPE CONTINUITV IF REQUIRED 
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Foil .4 q 
Many aircra~t sur~aces are speci~ied analyically. 
This win.-body con~i.uration (with/without canard) 
has been used at NASA Lan.ley for a series of wind 
tunnel tests, and it is currentl~ b~in. used to ver-
i~y the advanced panel aerodynamic codes at NASA 
Ames. It has been modelled as a set o~ components 
utilizin. parametric bicubic surface pstchs. The 
sllr~aces were created ~rolTl the analytical descrip-
"liafl o~ the .eometr-y in the Lansle'd report. 









SURFftCE THRU 4 LINES 
(COMPOUND CURVATURE) 
FflRASOLA 7 
-?--~-.-> ? .... - &=='"-
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In other areas, complex compound sur~aces ~ay only 
be de~ined as cross-sections on a drawing. A ten-
sion-spline ~it pro~ram is utilized to create patch 
networks ~rom diaitized cross sections thEt have 
positional continuity and reS ions of curvature con-
tinuity while simultaneously creating apparent 
slope discontinuities. 
D. P. RUJand 
.~----..........-- ~ •.. --.....--... ~ 
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Foil ~ /1 
The parametric cubic form is usPtu] in intE-~clivp 
graphics because a limited set of soflwar~ s_ffices 
~or geometric shapes. The patch form a]]~_s ~ach 
enlity to be stored on disc as a separat~ record. 
Large numbers of patches need no~ b~ kept ~r ~ore. 
Transformations on the patches alP simple ffiatri~ 
multiplications. The surfaces can have th~:r edges 
cOflnected and new patches c.·re8led bet.ween pctches. 
n. F'. F:ol<:md 
. 
~l 
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USEFUL IN JNTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 
* SINGLE SET OF SOFTWARE 
* EACH ENTITY HANDLED SEPARATELY 
, 
.. 
* A&ILITY TO MODIFY COMPONENTS 
TRANSLATE, ROTATE} SCALE} SUBDIVIDE 
* ABILITY TO CONNECT COMPONENTS 
CONNECT BOUNDARIES 
CREATE RULED SUFACES 
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Foil _/7-
The ~inal product o~ the SYS~effi is the Fan~l defini-
tjons. Panel edges are creatEd My speci~~ing the 
number and distribution o~ parameter values at which 
points are to be extracted ?rom the parametric eGU-
ations. EGIJal, sirle, cosine, hal ~ cosine f or user 
de~ined spacing o~ the parameters may be SPEcified. 
Ii. P. Roland 
..... 














Foil ~ 1'9 
Another use of the geometric definition is to create 
the inputs to Level I aerodYnamic programs. These 
include surface areas and bodY volumes. ~~e ability 
to intersect the surfacEs with plane e~~ations is 
useful fo~ cross sectional distributions. If the 
pressure data is made into a surface analog, plane 
intersections provide isobars for display. The inter-
section between sur~aces can be computed t= locate 
the interface of components. 
f'. F'. r:o 1 ann 








~.SVRFACE (WETTED) AREA . 
•. VOLVME 
•. PLANE INTERSECTI.ONS 
.. 
... 
CROSS SECT I.ONAL AREft D I STR I BUT ION 
PRESSURE SURFACE ISOBARS 








In conclusioflf parametric cubic SEometr~ is 2 useful 
techniaue for defining realistic aircraft cGnfisura-
tions for linear panel aerodYnamic mettlods. The 
limitations do not c~rrently impact tt,e reauirements 
and improved methods will be developed • 
F'. Po12nd 
.... 




CONCLUSIONS - PARAMETRIC CUBIC GEOMETRY IS: 
* USEFUL NOW 
~ CAPABLE OF DEFINING REAJ-fSTIC CONFIGURATIONS 
~ MEETS THE REQU IREMENTS OF CURRENT ACT I. V I TIES 
* IMPROVED METHODS ARE COMING 
Po0?A..ID /cj 
".-,-~ .----- --- .".~---.--. 







R= (X,Y ,Z) = F(U.v} 
0' I ;.zU 
o M 
x 
WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE INTERSECTION PROBLEM, A SURFACE IS DEFINED TO BE THAT PORTION 





INTERSECTION CURVE -, 
SURFACE 1 I 
N I 1 V 
o I ~ U 
o Nu o I ""'s o Ns 
+ + + 
G(U,V,s,t) • rl{U,v) - r2{s,t) • 0 
• THREE EQUATIONS IN FOUR UNKNOWNS 
+ 
• SOLUTION MAY BE EXPRESSED AS r(a), OR EQUIVALENTLY {u(a),v(a),s{a),t{a)} WHERE 
a IS S()!E ARC LENGTH RELATED PARAMffiR 
I;I1Mc72. 2i 
. OJ) 





Nvl PRIMARY SURFACE I 
13 r 14 , 15-... , 16 I ~ I I I 
-----T---
9 f .1U~ 11 ~ .1~ I Ng = 5 I 
______ ..1 __ 
J 




0 Nu U 
• THE HUNTING GRID IS ESTABLISHED ON THE PRIMARY SURFACE BY MG. 
• EACH LINE IN THE GRID IS A CURVE DEFINED BY EITHER u OR v BEING CONSTANT. 
• THE INTERSECTION OF A CURVE WITH THE SECONDARY SURFACE IS FOUND BY SOLVING THE 
CONSISTENT SET OF EQUATIONS G(~,Stt) = 0 OR H(u.s,t) = o. 
• THE SOLUTIONS OF THESE SETS OF EQUATIONS PROVIDE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE 
TRACING PHASE. ~ 






CURVE-SURFACE INTERSECTION CALCULATION 
CURVE 
~ ~ ~ 
V = rcurve - rsurface ~SURFACE 
~ ~ 
CURVE CRAWLING PROCEDURE TESTS Vi e Vi+1 = +i • 
• THE POINT ON THE SURFACE (X) APPROXIMATES THE CLOSEST POINT ON THE SURFACE TO A 
GIVEN POINT ON THE CURVE (e). 
{j 











LOOP 1: a.f.-k.1.-g.h,-c.b 
LOOP 2~ -n.-j.-e.d.f.m.-o.p 
16 
NOTE: MINUS SIGNS INDICATE A REVERSED DIRECTION FOR THE SEGMENT 
u 
7/MHE12-. ~ 
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Generation of Inp~t Data for a Ihree-2i~ensior.al Pot~ntia1-F:0d Pr0~ra~ 
This talk describes work perforr1ed J.t Dou;las Kircraft ::o~:-:any !J~der 
contract to r:A~A Lar.j"iej to develc~ a gr::o::-e:'ry packar;~ to s~~::ilifj the 
task of preparing the input data for a PGte~tial-flow ~roqra~. T~e Da~­
ticular program for ilhich the geor.:r:try packalje was de'"e1s:ie~ is t~~ three-
dimensional lifting version of the GGuslas ~eu~ann praJra~, ~h~st ~as 
develoi3ed by Johrt Pess u~cer ~iavv s;::.or,50r:'1-:;) a--:1 'Whic'": is -:r; :;se a: 
nUr!'eroCiS companies, univer$iti(;s, and ::JJe!"'!:-:-~nt a:;e:--r;;<;:s. ;ne :;e~:-?try 
packa~e is $ufficie~t~j ;~~eral, h~w~~~r, to ~e ~f use in ~:~e~ !~:l~:ati:ns. 
A major portier 0f t~e ey~ense inv~:~e~ ;y ~5~~; th~ ~~te~t:a~-~:~~ ~rG~~a~ 
is consu~ed by the ~an-hs~rs reqJired t~ ~r~~ar~ the ~~~~t data ~vir:~a11y 
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Ty~ical Element Distribution for a ~i29-F~selaoe Sase 
Preparing the geo~etric input is so tir.~-consu~ing bec~use the D0t~~tial-fiow 
program requires a large nUr.lber of points for g09d accuracy. ;. t::J~':i::~ wing-
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ELEMENTS USED BY BELL AEROSPACE FOR 
FLUSH WATER INLET ON A SURFACE 























Factors Which Influence Point Spacing Requirements 
In addition to shear number of paints, the user must take care in the Aay 
he distributes the points. On a wing, for example, the pr0ti~~ty of leading 
or trailing edges, the tip or root, breaks in the planform or any other 
corner~ all influence the point spacing which should be used. en 70re 
general bodies, regions of high curvature or any factor which causes the 
~olution (either the source density or the velocity) to vary rapidly. have 
to be considered. 
_<~"'_.~ _ .... ___ ~~___ r' 
..... 
FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE POINT SPACING REQUIREMENTS 
0 LEADING EDGES 
0 TRAILING EDGES 
0 CORHERS 
0 P L A.N FOR M BREAKS 
0 AREAS o F H I G H CURVATURE 
0 REGIONS OF RAP I D V A R .I A T ION o F S I. 'N G U L A R I T Y STRENGTH OR SURFACE VELOCITY 
L __ '" _~~_.____ __.L_ .~ __ ~ __ ~. ___ . 
cn:x: 
-01 
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5. Definition of Frequently Used Ter~s 
In a~di~iGn, the user must organize th~ poirts in a ~3nner c01sistent w~th_ 
the logic of the DQte~tial-flow prG;ra~. 7his slide illustr~tes SG~e Gf tne 
logical consid~ratio~3 and also def~nes SQ~~ ter~s to be used later in this 
t 1k ' • _. . . : +"+' .I·IV~"".1 ;~ ... ,.. - ""'''~''<:'Y' a ...... gener21 c0n-:-,~:..;rat1or., S'lcn as an a,rcra, .. , IS ',;"! ,,,",'..1 .,._) :: ., .... ,.Jc;. 
f . 1 ,..J: 1 ,r';r.,.... roC rr'" r.c' o Slmp er com~snents, sucn as a ~:~a or a iuse,a~e, or a ror~I~~ - ~,.~~. 
these. Each ccmpunent is defir.ed bj srecifyinq points on a sect~sn curve, 
then on an adjacent section and so on, until all sections have beEr. 
defined. Poi~ts on a section curve are ordered as if one were traversing 
the perimeter of the section (not generally fore-and-aft). Such section 
curves are designated N-lines. The curves connecting correspcpding paints-
on the N-lines are designated r~-lines. The area bounded by t\'JD adjacent 
N-lines is termed a strip and the area bounded by two N-lines and hiD ~-lines 
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6. General Features of the Ge~~etry Package 
This gec~etry package s'f:n;Jlifies the llser's job in several "Ita'/s. First, 
it greatly res'jees the nClrr:;er of points for v/hich the user ~ust s~e:::i"'j :;"e 
coordinates. It is often possible to reduce this nu~~er ~y an order ~f 
reagnitude, or ~ore, from the n~m~er reG~ired for en ascurate poter.ti~1-f1:~ 
solution. Second, it reduces the care that he ~ust devote to spacing t~e 
. t . . t . d r....{' t • . . t'" T'·.-l ... h pOln s, Slnce 1 proV1 es a nUITlJer O. au orra ... c scaclng D;J lons. ,r" !" .... , :.. .. e 
very difficult task of calculating intersectinn curves (if 3.!1Y) t,etlleen :r;e 
components is done automatically. Finally, if there are intersectio~:, s~~e 
repanelir.g is done to obtain compatible paneling distributions betweer: 
adjacent components. 
.. ~- •.. ~-------~- .. ~.-~-- .. 
g--
....-- \ .. ----CQi_*-- ..... -~ 
,.. 
- --~ -~--......,...-
.--.-~ ... ~ 
· ... -, 
'l 
~-~-.. 
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE GEOMETRY PACKAGE 
o INITIAL GEOMETRY DATA CAN BE VERY SPARSELY DEFINED 
o GEOMETRY DATA AUGMENTED AND REDISTRIBUTED (SEVERAL 
OPT ION S ) 
o I N T E R SEC T ION CUR V ESC A L C U L ATE D (U SIN G PIC. PAT C H E S ) 
o FINAL REPANELING MAKES ADJACENT ELEMENTS LINE UP 
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Use 0& t~e Geometry Packaae for a Wi~g-Fuselage Canfiguration 
This is a typical exa~ple of ~/hat the geometry package can do. Because of 
the simplicity of the configuration, a very s~all nurr.ber of points ~s suf-
ficient to define the geo~;etry. The se~metry pac~age has added ar.d redis-
tributed points in both chordw~se and span~ise directions an the wi~; a~d 
in both axial and circumferential directions on the fusela?e. It has a1:~ 
found the wing-fuselage intersection curve and matched the soaci:.] of ~he 
points across the intersection curve. 1 









USE OF THE GEOMETRY PACKAGE FOR 
WING-FU~ELAGE CONFIGURATION 
I SPAASE INPUT 
DISTRIBUTION 
ENRICHED OUTPUT 
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8. Paneling of Isolated Co~cc~ents 
The first operation performed by the geo~·.etrJ Dac~:a~e is the ~2Yjel ir.g :;f 
isolated co~~onents. In this operation, the prcgram ta~e~ the sparse ~n~ut 
data and aug~ents it to a specified nu~~er of Doints distri~uted a~~ord~n~ 
to one of several possible spacing algorith~s. At this sta~e inter~ect~G~~ 
are co~pletely ignored; each component is paneled as if it were ~o~pletely 
independef't of the others (except t,:at proximity of other coorponents s~.ci.iid 
be considered before decidir.J on the c~sired spacing al~~:ithm a~d a cesire 
for continuity ~etween aj~oining cO:7'ponents may dictate th~t these adjoin-
ing co~;'n~nts be paneled using the sare algGrith~) 
This sli~~ s~~~s a w ng ~~ ~ar~c~s stages of the :arel~n; ~:~rat~~~. 
Initially, it is def r.ed t:: a ~:;-al1 r.:.::-':.(r cf ~c:nts : ... ~ :..;::;t t,:0 \-I:rES 
( .... a d '"\..J..' .... h rr- ..... r- ....... .c.; .... ~:c .. ";':.-.:.f. (" -"""':"c ... +yc.. .; "'+';a~ t.1D n rOV!.j. l •• e ~'.-...;::;.c,,· I.rs_ ;.t1-,,-r£~;.J,-e __ ,",.li~J c,,, '- .. _ .r.l_, I 
N-lines and t~e~ adds ~Jre ~-l~n~s. ~te a~dir.~ 0f ~-l~~ES ~s ac~c~~l~~~e~ 
by red~ stributir,g ,;-ci nts (;'~ t:.t: :':-11 r.es. :r.:.;s, tr:e E::!.1 rot: ;:ane -: ~r:'] ~rc­
cAdur.:> 1<: ""'~~""nl;she~ "" +,.,.-- ~.:>+s Co"" ;nter'-ola"';"l"!5 o~ -:.; ....... -:. r,;) cnrjPral 
.... ..... - ........... '-\...;i~'.~~. I~ \.. o.J:: ..... \J oJ_..... ~. ," ""<II ..... I .. , _ ~ ,,"-_, __ .-
surface-fittin~ is req~1reG. 
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9. Interpolation Procedure for General Curves in Space 
The interpolation procedure is slightly unusual. Cubic splines were 
initially used, but with the very sparse defining data (which generally 
may not have been smoothed) the waviness could get out of ccntrol. The 
method finally chosen can be very accurate, but it is very si~ple to 
implement and less likely than a true spline to cause problems. This is 
because a slight waviness introduced in one portion of a curve cannot 
propagate to other portions of the curve. 
The independent variable of the interDolation is the straight-line arc length 
between the defining points (normalized by the total length of the curve). 
When norw~lized in this manner, the stra;ght-li~e arc 1eng:h is a very gCJQ 
approxiw-?!ion to the true arc length, which is perhaps the most general 
quantity ~nat can be chosen as the independent variable. Separate calcula-
tions are performed to interpolate x, y, and z coordinates vers~s arc 
length. In each interpolation, the first derivatives of the dependent var-
iable (x, y, or z) with respect to straight-line arc length are first found 
by taking a weighted average of the angles of the straight-line segments. 
These are then used, together with the coordinate values, to determine the' 
. coefficients of cubic interpolating polynom~als. 
10. Comparison of Curve-Fit Methods 
____ ..J.I._ __1": __ 
, 










INTERPOLATION PROCEDURE FOR GENERAL CURVES IN SPACE 
o THE STRAIGHT-LINE ARC LENGTH BETWEEN INPUT POINTS 
(N 0 R MAL I ZED B Y THE TOT ALL ENG T H) 1ST H E I N D E PEN DEN T 
V A R I A B L E. 
o S EPA RAT E I N T E R POL A T ION S ARE USE D FOR (X V S. S)., (Y V S. S) AND (Z V SI S) I 
o PROCEDURE FOR EACH INTERPOLATION: 
o FIND THE 1ST DERIVATIVES OF THE FUNCTION AT THE 
INPUT POINTS BY TAKING A WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF THE-
A N G L E S 0 F T 1/ EST R A I G H T - L I t~ ESE G MEN T S. 
o FIT A CUBIC CURVE OVER EACII SEGMENT (GIVEN 2 
POINTS AND 2 FIRST DERIVATIVES ON EACH SEGMENT) 
o THIS IS NOT A TRUE SPLINE METHOD SINCE THE 2 ND 
D E R I V A T I V E S ARE DIS CON TIN U 0 U SI 
o RESULTS ARE CONSISTENTLY LESS WAVY THAN RESULTS OF ~~ 
A TRUE SPLINE METHOD (PERHAPS BECAUSE THE INDEP~ND- ~~ --' QI 
roro ENT VARIABLE IS NOT A CONTINUOUSLY VARYING OUANTITY) ~~ 
• t ___ _ 
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11. Options for Soacing of Points on N-Lines 
This slide shows the available options for the spacing of points on M-lines 
(Le., in the Chui-d.:1SR direction on wings and usually the circumferential 
direction on fuselages). The first option is to make no change. The second 
and fifth optior.s, input distribution, augmented in number and curvature-
dependent distribution, are described further in later slides. The third 
and fourth options, constant increments in arc length and the so-called 
. cosine spacing (or constant increments on a superscribed circle), are very 
cOfllTI'on and need no further expldnation. The sixth option allows the user 
to specify any arbitrary arc-length distribution he desires. 
--
\ 
--------- ------- - ~-.;..--. ~ ~ ----'"-
.., 
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OPTIONS FOR SPACING OF POINTS ON N-LINES 
( C H 0 R D HIS EPA N ELI N G 0 N A II I N f1 ) 
1. INPUT DISTRIBUTION J UHr~LTERED 
2. INPUT DISTRIBUTION J AUfiMENTED IN NUMBER 
3. CONSTANT INCREMENTS IN ARC LENGTH 
Lt. COSINE SPAC!UG 
5. CURVATURE-DEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION 
6. USER-SPECIFIED DISTRIBUTION 
• 
• 
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CURVATURE-DEPENDENT SPACING 
where 
t\s :: ARC LENGTH BF.T~·IEEN ADJACE~:T POINTS 
k = CURVATURE (AT ELEMENT MI~POINT) 
o WHEN 
o WHEN k. = a 1 
o SOLVE FOR lIs i BY AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
EXAr1Pl.ES 
----.-~~- ---~--- -----l 
Halsey/Hess ~ 
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It is impossible to prov ide an auto 
appropriate for the large variety 
method provides a grea t d~al of fle 
properly distriJuted points , 
of points . 
extre~elj "-0 
To enrich the number of points while ~aintainirg a similar distribution to 
the input dist r ibution, it is necessary to def ine a rormal i zed point nu~her 
(as shown) and construct a curve of arc length {a t 
funct ion of this nor~alized poin t nu~ber. Arc lengths at the outout poirts 
are determined simply by int~rpolating on this curve 
corresponding to t he output values of t1e nOf8alized point nu"be . . 
example of a section of a supercritical wing enriched from fifteen to 
twenty-five points is shown . 
Halsev/Hess 
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MET HOD 0 FE N RIC H I N G NU M B E R 0 F POI N T S 
WHIL E 1AI ITA INING A SIMILAR 
DIS T RIB UTI 0 N 
1.0 + 
+ INPUT POINTS *NOTE : ALL POINTS ARE 
LOCATED AT EQUAL INCREMENTS 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
NORI·tALI Z ED PO I NT NUf18 ER - [(; - 1 ) / (N - 1 ) ] 
E X A t'l P L E 







ion of pOin 
mode require more e 
er . 
or the spacing of points on N-lines 
s and usually the axial direc t icr on 
re similar to thosp used for tr 
planar-section ~ode a~d arc-length , 
OPT ION S FOR SPA C I N G 0 F N - LIN E S 
( SPA N W I S EPA MEL I N G 0 N A WIN G ) 
1 I I rJ PUT DIS T RIB UTI 0 NJ U ~I A L T ERE D 
2. I I N PUT DIS T RIB UTI 0 NJ AUG MEN TED INN U M B E R 
... 
3 I C 0 fl S T A r~ T I i~ eRE fl1 E N T S 
4 ,US E R - S PEe I FIE D DIS T RIB UTI 0 N 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A . PLANAR - SECTION MODE 

















Span.·:ise Redistribution of E1emerts on a SUDercritical ~Iino 
N-1ines on this \,/ing have been distributed u5ing the planr-sectlon r:'ooe 0 
operation. In this mode , points on all N-lines, except possibl 
~nd last N-lines , lie in parallel plares . The specified distri 
eters refer to distances be tween the planes. rather th2n to arc 
This option is imiJor tant for lifting cG~~onen t s, such as \"tings, since 
potential-flow program requires ele~ent5 on lifting cOTponen ts to be 
trapezoi dal. (Elements on nc~lifting co~ponents, such as fuselages, w~v be 
more general quadrilaterals.) 































































































i ng po i 
t 
COMPARISON OF PLANAR-SECTION AND ARC-lEN~TH MODES 
OF DISTRIBUTION OF N-LINES-
STRUT ON A THICK WING 
(a) Planar-Section Mode. (b) Arc-length Mode. 
V) :r 
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Hav ing p~ 
the geo'le tr"j 
ary ) . Tnis is no 
al~ nut toO rest r i cti 
applications. First, 
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a ser~os of in tersec~in~ + - ~t,.c:er 
_d ,...r. " "-.n ~"t"er5e: 
icjen~s of ~at~~E: rli: 
the in~ersect;~n p~ir ~ reouires 
eOJations ar.d is cescribed i 
STEPS IN CALCULATING INTERSECTION CURVE 
FOR EACH INTERSECTING M-LINE: 
I. SEARCII FOR THE IHTERSECTED ELEMENT 
2. F I f1 D A P PRO X I MAT E I N T E R SEC T ION POI N T (ASSUMING PLANAR ELEMENTS) 
3. FIND P. C. PATCH COEFFICIENTS OF ELEMENT 
IJ. CAL C U L ATE ~1 0 REP R E CIS E I N T E R SEC T ION 
POI N T 
<n% 












a Cubic Curve and a Parame 
~owledge of the P.C. patch coefficients of an ele~ent allows the equation 
of the surface to be written in terms of the parametric variables , u an 
w, as shown in this slide (equations for y and z coordinates are 0 
exactly the same form as the equation hown for the x coordinates). Equa-
tions for the x ,y, and z coordinates of points on the cubic curve are 
also known . Equating coordinate values on the curve and on the surface 
gives three nonlinear equations for t he three un knowns (u, w, and s). 
~olution by tlewton's method , starting from an approximate soluti on obta i ned 




INTERSECTION OF A CUBIC CURVE AND A PARAMETRIC 
CUBIC SURFACE 
o REPRESENTATION OF SURFACE: 
x = w
3(A u3 + B u2 + C u + D ) s x x x x 
+ w
2(E u3 + F u2 + G u + H ) 
x x x x 
+ w (I uJ + J u2 + K u + L ) 
x x x x 
+ (M u3 + N u2 + 0 u + P ) 
x x x x 
(AND SIMILAR EXPRESSIONS FOR Y AND Z 
COORDINATES) 
o REPRESENTATION OF CURVE: 
x = Q s3+ R s2 + S s + T 
c x x x x 
o 3 EQUATIONS: 
x - x = 0 s c 
y - y = 0 S C 
z - z = 0 s c 
o 3 UNKNOWNS: (u, w, s) 












20 . Illustra t ion of Intersection 
Vari ous analytic cases (involving spheres , cones, cylinders, and ellipsoids) 
heve been used to verify t he accuracy of the intersection :r.e thod. Jar iolJs 
ca ses invol ving realistic airc raft components have also been calculated. 
Few of these cases have sufficient character to be interestin) to view 
graphically. A less realistic case t hat does have more character is, 
therefore , shown in t his slide. 
,.. 
t 
£1. use or tne ueometry PaCkaqe tor a wlng-~uselage Lontlguratl cn 
After calculating t he intersection curves, so~~ repaneling ta~es place. 
Various options for different sorts of cases are provided. In t he interes 
of brevity, only the wing-fu selage case, cerhaDs the mo st ccm~on apDlication 
of the geon€try package, will be described. r~ost of the calcul ations in this 
portion of the method involve procedures very simila r t o those al r ead 
described (for example, interpolating along curves or the intersecti on 0 
curves and planes). 
First, the intersection curve between the wing and the fu selage is made 
an N-line on the wing and all N-li nes outboard of this ar~ shifted 
maintain a smooth distribution of N-lines. The area of the .ling insiae 
the fuselage becomes a single strip which functions as a w.eans of ma~ing 
the vorticity cont inuous between left and r ight wi ngs. Planar N-lines 0; 
the f~selage are passed t hrough the leading and trailing-edge points o~ the 
intersection curve and both tl- 3nd r~-l ines are sh i fted en the for.·/ard an 
the after portions of t he fuselage in order to maintain s~ooth point distri-
butions. N-lines on the fuselage are passed through points on t he inte r-
section curve ' . ~er t hrough every point or every other point) and then 
pOints on these N- l ines are redistributed to provide a s~ooth distributio 
The area covered by the wing i s not paneled. This final repaneling breaks 
up a fu se lag2 (assumed here to in i t ially consist of only one component) 
i'lto four components - one fon/ard, one aft, one above , and one belo·."1 the 
win o 
Ha 1 s y/Hess 
Slide 21 
USE OF THE GEOMETRY PACKAGE FOR 
WING -FUSELAGE CONFIGURATION 
, SPARSE I Pur 
DISTR lBUTION 
ENR I CHED OUTPlfT 
DI STR IBlfTro.J 
... 
~ ..... - ... .. " •• > . """"'"-.... ,..,~ --
, 
PANEL 2: METHODS 
1. \Jhat are the unsolved (or no t reported in the literature) m.Jt l Amatical 
probler:ts: 
(a ) Intersections and blending of aroitrary splined surfaces7 
(b) Fill eting wi th a r bitrary radius? 
(c) Design/specificat ion of surface fr~~ known aerodynamic 
solutions or pressure distributions7 
2. Wh ich method of sllrfacp r"pr,,~p.ntation are most conservative of computer 
storage and processing power7 
3. Can we list the advantages and d i sadvantages of each method? There are 
several biproducts inherent in each approach. Can we summarize these1 
It. Will "connectivity tables" that represent the relative location of various 




DISCUSSION VUGRAPH 1. 
This paper discusses an analytical method for computing 
a body fitted coordinate system for an arbitrary three-cimensional 
flow field . This research has been carried out at Gene ral Dynamics, 
Fort Worth Division under a continuing NASA/Ames Contract to extend 
General Dynamics 2- D/axisymmetric finite - difference flow field 










A BODY ORIENTED MESH-GENERATION 
TECHNIQUE FOR 3-D FLOW FIELDS 
BY 
Ishwar C. Bhateley 
& 
Leroy L. Presley 
PRESENTED AT 
1) AIAA 6TH Minisimposium, Arlington, Texas 25 February 1978 
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DISCUSSION VUGRAPH 2. 
Extensive research has been done in developing cwo-
dimensional body-fitted coordinate systems a t Mississippi State 
University and the University of Cincinnat i . Two transformation 
techniques for mapping an arbitrary doubly connected r gion into 
a rectangle are shown in this slide. In the first tEchnique the 
inner and outer boundaries of the doubly connected region map into 
two opposite boundaries of the rectangular reg ion. An arbitrary 
curve connecting the cwo boundaries in the physical plane maps 
into the other cwo sides of the rectangle in the transformed 
plane. In che second technique the inner boundary is mapped 
into a horizontal or vertical slit in the transformed plane, 
while the exterior boundary is broken into four arcs each of 
which maps into a side of the rectangle in t r· physical plane . 
The Laplace equations are used as the transformation functions. 
The functions on the r ight - hand side of the equations can be 
chosen such as to provide desired coordinate system control. 
... 
, . 
TWO DIMENSIONAL METHODS FOR GENERATION 
OF BODY FITTED COORDINATES 
PHYSICAL PLANE TRANSORMED PLANE 






~ X X + ~ y y = P{ ~, TJ ) 
rJ TJ XX + TJ yy = O{ ~ , 1]) 
TJ 









DISCUSSION VUGRAPH 3. 
The first transformation technique described for two -
dimensional doubly connected regions could not be readil 
ex t ended to arbitrary three - dimensional doubly connec 
volumes. Howev·:>r , the slit transformation technique can be extended 
to three dimensions. In th~s approach, the inner surface 
transforms to a planar slit parallel to one of the coordinate 
planes,while the exterior surface is div ided i~to six parts~ 
each ~f which maps into a side of a rectangul~r solid in t he 
t ransformed field . It is importa~t that eacp part of the 
exterio r surface and interior surface be approximately in 
the same r elative position in the transformed plane as in the 
physical plane to obtain reasonable cell distribution. Again, 
t he Laplace equations are used as transformation functions. 
The f~nctions on the r ight - hand side can be used to provide 
coo r dinate system control . The inverse t r ansformation 
equations for th r ee 3- D flows have been derived and will be 
published soon as the contractors report . Nume r ical solu-
t ions are ob t ained using finite - difference approxima t ion to 
t he various par t ial de r ivatives and successive ove r relaxation 










THREE DIMENSIONAL SLIT TECHNIQUE FOR GENERATION 
OF BODY FITTED COORDINATES 
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TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS 
U xx + U yy + Uzz = P(u,v,w} 
Vxx + Vyy + Vzz = Q(u,v,w} X"""'- ~y 
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DISCUSSION VUGRAPH 4. 
The application of the 3-D slit transformation techn~que 
to generate a body fitted cell arrangement for an inlet flow 
field is shown in this slide. The curved surface of the 
c: -lindrical exterior boundary is divided into four parts each 
of which map into four sides of a rectangular volume in the 
transformed field. The two circular faces of the cylindrical 
exterior su rface map into the other two sides of the rectangular 
volume. The inlet is also divided into four segments each of 
which map into a rectangular planar slit parallel to the coordinate 
planes. These rectangular areas are connected and themselves 
describe a rectangular box. Care is taken to partition the 
external boundary and the inlet in such a manner that the same 
relative position of the various surface components is maintained 
in the physical and transformed fields. The volume enclosed 
by the inlet in the physical field map s to a volume enclosed 

















































































DISCUSSION VUGRAPH 5. 
Since the cell definition on both the exterior and interior 
boundaries serves as a boundary condition for the generation of 
3-D mesh arrangement, the two-dimensional slit method was used to 
obtain a cell definition for the upstream circular face of the 
exte rior cylindrical boundary. The circular face boundary was 
divided int o four equal a4eas, each of which were mapped into 
a side of a square in the t~ansformed plane. The coordinate 
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DISCUSSION VUGRAPH 6. 
The starting solution on the downstream face of the 
exterior volume is also generated using the two-dimensional 
slit transformation technique. The circular exterior boundary 
is mapped into four sides of a square in the transformed plane. 
The annular inlet cross - sectional area is divided into four 
parts each of which map into four connected slits parallel to the 
coordinate axis forming an embedded square as shown in the slide. 
The resulting solution shown in this slide was used as a starting 
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DISCUSSION VUGRAPHS 7 THROUGH :3. 
Typical starting inter:nediate and con'.·erged solutions for 
the 3-D circular-symmetric inlet flow field using the ~ _ thod 
discussed previously are shown in the following seven vugraphs. 
Cell arrangement for four transverse and three lateral cuts 
are shown. No coordinate system control was used. These solu-
tions were generated using the GD interactive graphics facility. 
A 47 x 31 x 31 mesh arrangement was generated . As can be seen, 
a satisfactory cell structure was generated. The cells from 
one cut to the next were blended with no sharp discontinuities. 
Methods to improve the cell arrangement by incorporating 
coordinate system control and redistribution of points on the 
boundaries is being investigated. The extent ion of this 
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A primary prob lem ir. COID"ou:'a tiona l Aerodyr.E.!::'cs :'s ob-:air.ir.g "!'lcw field sol'.l'Cio!'";s 
about; irregular geometries . AI, effecti'/e approach t.o :.r.is nroclem is :'0 'Crar.Sl·om 
he governing ea t:.a :ior.s a:-.d t.our..dary cO!1di -:'ior.5 -:0 a coordi!1a te system where ~!:e 
roclem is mos t easily a ttacked . ?or reg".llar geome t ries t.here are analv-:ical 
ransfonnat ions which are mos: anpropria :ely Jse HO'tle'Jer or t;he general ca~e 
erical approaches ca e employed. 
BOUNDARY FITTED CURVILINEAR COORDINATE 
S YS TEMS US ING TENS ION SPLINE 
FUNCTIONS 
Fig:lre 1 : 
Cor.sider 
e physical domair: fer a siJr..:r::le twO-d:i!:'!er.sior:al aerocyr.amics tJrotlt::lll suc .. 
as tJ:e flow abou;,. an airfoil as Sho .. m a': the "top of this figure. AssIZe tha;; it is 
eSirat.le to numerically obtair: the sCl'.ltion of tte fluid flow 
ai rfoil u~i.. 
a rec t.a r.gular iform grid wnere e toundary of ~he airfoil ~ 
s to the unit 
interval s=O or; trle comnu:atior.al domair. and the free strea.'T. tounda 
T"" -:'rans:'o!'!::s to 
c the it i::. -:erval s=l on the computa tior:al dor:ain . The cut ir: tr.e ysica or.:ai!"! 
and r trar.sfonY.s to ~he ~~it intervals at t=O and t=l on the left ar:d right siaes 0 
a 
.e computational dor:;ain . Ir. order to solve a physical prctl 
usir:. te compu"tational 
air, tt ~re must be a relatio!1shl.p betweer: each poi.. 
x . y. ) i~ the physical cor:air: 1 ~ 
each noir: 
t.s . ir: tne camputa:ior:al domair .. hlso, the differer:tial relatior. 1 1 
tetweer. correspopn; oj.r.ts t e lu; m'lT: . 
PHYSICA DOMAIN 
COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
1 r-----=-r ----, 
1 
Figure 1 TRANSFORMATION DOMAINS 
, . 
F.i.gure 2 : 
here is set of transformation eqaa:ior.s relating the physical domain to the 
computa:ional domair:. for a doucly COflnectea regio!"i in tvlo~in:er;sions tra!";s-
orma:'ior. eq.latior,s a:'.d "cour.dary condi i.:ions lire stowr. ir. ~his !'i":.lre. ,",l..:.a t. :"cn~ 
are two nonlinear co~pled elliptic partial differentia tior.s reI 
comuu r.;a tior.al dorr.air. e Physical dcrr:air;. i-. tech.r:ique !'or m.;rr;erically sol vi.. 
,is system of equatior.s is ,,. re1'erer.ce 1. The auproac!"! is ~o select a se7. 
of points or. each coundar! whicr: are to te cor.~ecte y grid li~es, choose ini~ia 
uesses 0:' ar e gri oints in ~he physical domai!'"l correspor:c. o 
i~ the computational domain, and select forcing fur.ctions : and G ~hat will vield 
he desired concentra~ion 0 rid ir. -:s . ?his is y t[!e applica"tior: 0_ 
Successi'/e Over- Relaxatior. 0:' the discre:ized partial di:':'erer.tial eq'..:.atiof.s :.rr.ti 
convergence. :ni"tia1 guesses -:;0 the !":odes ir. the com:putat:'cr:al dcr::ai~! are r:ecessar 
ecause 01' the nonlinearity, ar:d ttese guesses should be rela"ti'/ely close to -:he 
desired converged ·/e.~ .!s . 
AXtt - 2BXt + CXSS = F(t, s) 
AYtt - 2BYts + CYss = GU, s) 
A = X2+y2 
s s 
B = XtXs + YtYS 
C = X2+y2 
t t 
Boundary Conditions 
[:] r 1 (t, 5)] = 91 (t, s) 
[:] f2(t, s) • 92(f , ) 
Figu re 2 TRANS FORMATION EQUATIONS 
(2 -D Doubly Con nected Reg ion) 
(1) 
.. 
Figure 3 : 
.we tmp r oach pre sented hereir; is alc7etraic 8.!:d is based on "GarB..'r.etric cUbic poly-
nomial equations e.r:d te!'1sior: spli!'.e approxiI::atio!". to t!:e bour.c.arJ data . The 
~echr. i q~e No r ks for s~ngly 
' 01.:.t1y ccr;::ec"ed regio:;s ir: v .... C>--<iireer.sior;s e.r.~ , 
c a.;. be te~d~d to three-eiI::ensions . the process is 
c~puta~ior.ally ~ast 
.d an:er,ac, .le "to teracti'/e ics , This l;ec",-
1i que is a sI-ec~al case solut.ion "to 
er;era2. "tra.r;sfo~a.tior, eq"J.a-.;ior.s . The 
.. 
p r ima ry :':..<.r.ctions are showr. in :::-,::.s :'ig'..:.re . Tb.e al;;ce1ra~c 
ar,s:::·on:atio!'. equatio::s 
• .... hich relat.e t. a.;"j s to x E:.r;Q yare par&JY.e-cric c~bic I-olyr:OI:::; als ir; t.he v8.riE:.ble s 
and d epe::d or. ei~::t parar:e-cers -"tic!: are :f'.!!";c~io;.s 0:' the '/ariab1e to . ( see 
re!"erer:ce 2, . 
_.,e pe.ra.rr.et.ers are posi t.io:-. E:.r.d deri '/ati ' .. I'?C; wi tn resnec"t "to s on 
He tour.daries :1 ar.d : 2 ' ,., S~ I-~.~e~ers are ob~aine y 
·_ .. sior: srli::e !'i ttir. 
o set.:; 0 
ata de.fir.ir.g ;'1 .. ~-1 r 2 ' The relationsr.ip betweer. deri -/ati ves Ni -:::. 
r espect 'Co s aT.C t. is showr. at. th(;: tot.<:ar:-. 0:' t~e fi~;re. 'Ihe ',ariable t is 





-3s + 1 
3 2 f2(s) --2s +3s o < s < 1 
- -
3 2 f3 (s) • s -2s + s 
3 2 f (s) • s -s 4 
dY dX dX dY ds = - dt dY eft ds 
= • 
-dY => dX dX dY dX r ds ds 
;a 
eft r eft 
t 
Figure 3 PARAMETRIC CUBIC TRANSFORMATION 2-D 
, 
Figure 1, • 
The tension snline functions are represen~ed s~bolical1y in this figure. ;'he 
independent variable (t: or t 
of the spline fits ~o the boundaries is accumula:ed 
cord length along the boundaries. 1~e variable t (O<t<l is the percer.-:; 0: cor 
leng 
.he spline fur:ctio~s consist o~ sets of niecewise 
us hn-erbolic 
functions an ..... e Ian 2 are t er:sion rs!!:e+ o'/e rn ::he 
degr ee of damping of the fit . 2eference describes the tensior! snline c~ior:s. 
, 
~ 2 2] i2 -t l· (X. -X. 1) + (Y .-Y. 1) + t. 1 '1- 1 1- 1-
t c t f • 0 1 
[X(t)] • y(t) 
. [2 
x /:'.. S (X.,t., 
J J 
Y /'. S (Y.,t., 
J J 





~2) j:: 1 
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Figure 4 ,JARAMETRIC SPLINE APPROXIMATION 
TO BOUNDARY DATA WITH TENSION 
, 
Figure 5: 
This f i gure illustrates the reasons behind usir.g 
spline ions. Ir.i tially 
cubic splines were used , but wiggles occurred in some of the fits such as 
e 
leaa~~2 pdge of the airfoil shown in the figure. ~he tension spline routine that has 
been used degenerates to a cubic spline when the tension factor is near zero. Increasing 
he tension factor to a large 
er in effect increases the damping whi ch ~orces the 
it between data points to be nearly s lines as illustrated at the bot o 
he figure. o:;e tha he t ension factors are user chosen. 
I 
C1 = 5 
C1 f:::;f 0 
a :50~ 
Figure 5 EtFECTS OF TENSION FACTOR 





This figure illustrates the SPline fits to the boundary data. Starting with the data 
points on the two boundaries and indicati."lg the ini tiaJ. poin"", cord lengths are CQaputed 
and tension spline fits to the Cwo Sets of data are perfOlmed. The bOUllardies do not 
need to be closed nor of the same arc length. Once the fits have been perfo-.!, POints 
anywhere on the :f"i ts can be interpolated. Noting <hat t is the percent of &cc1at:lated 
COrd, positions on each boundary and cerivatives with respect to t C8:l be e~ted. 
Equation (2) is applied to caopute any point between the two boundaries for the given 
value of' t. 





FIgure 6 ILLUSTRATION OF SPLINE FIT 
"¥ 




This figure illustrates the transformation from a uniform rectangu1ar coordinate system 
to a coordinate system about a Karman Trefftz airfoil. The technique has worked as well 
for other airfoils including supercritical airfoils. Also, it has worked for singly 
connected domains in two dimensions. It is n(.,t~ again that the technique is a special 
case solution of the general transformation equations, however, it is algebraic ~~d 
computationally fast yielding dense data. Also, the use of' the technique is simple a~ 
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Figure 8: 
The density of the grid lines near a boundaIY can be controlled by the transfolWLtion 
shown in this figure. Large negative values of k concentrate grit! lines ne~l' r 2. 
Large positive values of k concentrate grid lines near r1" When so.lving the differ-
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Figure 9: 
The effects of the parameter k are shown in this figure. A value of k = 5 is used with 
the Karman Trefftz airfoil. F'our normal grid lines are shown corresponding to s = .05, 
.1, .15, and .2. At the bottom of the figure one grid line is shown for s = .05 and 
k ;::; 2. There are other ways of con trolling the grid line in both the t and ,s directions 
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Figure 10: 
Thir figure illustrates the proposed extension to three-dtmensions. Tbe parasetric 
, 




equation for the third coordinate and the replacement of the variable S by W. The 
position and derivative par~eters are now Obtained fram surface definition of the 
:'inner" and Itouter" boundaries. The derivatives with respect to W are Obtained 
from the cross product relation and U and V correspon,i to percent of cord in the 
longitude and latitude directions. 
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FIGURE 10 EXPANSION TO THREE DIMENSIONS 
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Figure 11: 
This figure illustrates how the inner and outer boundaries wdght be conceived. 
Although the complexity of the inner boundary may be over optimistic, each 
component part such as wing, fuselage, or nacelle could be used to generate a 
three-dimensional grid. The boundaries presented here were generated with the 
computer program "A Computer Program for Fitting Smooth Surfaces to an Aircraft 
J'Ii Configuration and Other Three-J:>imensional Geometries" described in ref'erence 4. 
Positions and derivatives are available on both boundaries. 
.~ 
,~ 1 








FIGURE 11 ILLUSTRATION OF BOUNDARIES FOR 
EXTENSION TO THREE-DIMENSIONS 
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Conclusions: 
Although it is not anticipated ~at this technique will supplant the solving o-r the 
dii'-rerential transformation equations, 1 t o-r-rers a sblple and :L"apid solution -ror a 
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CONCWSIONS 
1 •. Curvilinear coordinate systems cln be generated 
algebraically for singly and doubly connected regions 
In 2- D using parametric cubics and tension spline 
functions. 
2. Density of grid lines near a boundary Is· easily 
controlled. 
3. The technique should be extendable to three-dimensions. 
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SLIDE 3 
The intent of the approach is to not only provide ao algorithm 
which is intuitively correct but is also systematically correct. 
Hence, here we attempt to obtain a mathematical representation 
not only accurate relative to the data, ,but also correct in its 
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SLIDE 4 
This "goodness of fit" criteria (the Tchebycheff Criteria) allows 
us to approximate with this error in mind. We attempt to deduce 
a mathematical representation constrained by minimizing this 
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SLIDE 5 
Shown here is a typical pressure profile for a NACA wing section. 
Typically, the point to be noted is that the pressure data is 
recorded to four digits. Hence, we intuitively deduce that this 
data is accurate to four significant digits. Secondly, we note 
the rapidly changing pressure gradient from the stagnation point 
at the leading edge and likewise on the trailing edge. Now, we 
want to deduce a mathematical representation which is only 
constrained by such a relative error, i.e., accurate app~i .. tely 
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SLIDE 6 
Four basic mathematical forms are considered: the polynomial 
fonn, the rational fonn (i.e. ratio of two polynomials), and 
their piecewise counterparts: pieca/ise polynomials, piecewi!~ 
rational and with or without smoothness constraints imposed. 
Likewise, the four basic mathematical forms in two-dimensional 
space are the double polynomials/rationals/with or without 
smoothness constraints, i.e. 
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SLIDE 7 
Analgously. these basic fol'lls can be represented in tenlS of 
Tchebycheff Polynanials. We perfonn our ca.putation in 
tenns of such expansions for the purpose of IHintaining 
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SLIDE 8 
On th iss Ii de is shown the Tchebycheff Pol ync:. i a I s expanded in 
terms of the ordinary polynomials and vice-versa. The detai I 
to be noted here is the magnitude of the integral coefficients. 
The Tchebycheff Polynomials are large relative to the Power 
Series cOefficients. This characteristic leads us tc) a .. theiatical 
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SL. DE 9 
Shown on this slide Is the pievewise construction of SMOOthness at 
assl.lned knots x. If we have a mathematical representation y(l) (x) 
for a set of prJscribed data over the fi rst subinterval expressed 
as shown, we can impose the va I ue y (1) (X 1) for the second app rox i-
1 
mation at its left-hand end point. Likewise, the value y(l) (X) is 
imposed. Inductively, we can do so for any such subinterval. What 
we get is a over-determined coupled system of I inear equations which 
we eliminated for a<J> simultaneously. Likewise, the two-diMensional 
counterparts follow analogously. 
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SlI DE 10 
The Tchebycheff Problem restated in matrix form Is shown. we note 
we have a set of inconsistent linear equatIons (m>k. m _ number 
of data POInts. k • order of the apProxImatIon) which NO Want to 
solve for ai satisfying the Tchebycheff Criteria. 
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Sli DE 11 
Now since in genera I, we are interested in not only determining 
one dimensional curves f(x) but also two dimensional surfaces 
f(x,y), we have arrived at an apparent impasse because the 
classical Tchebycheff theory c ~s not apply~ However, if we 
reformulate our Tchebycheff problem in terms of the Linear 
Programming context, we are able to solve our problem. The 
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Sli DE 12 
Now computationally, we do not wish to solve the primal linear 
programming p~blem, but rather its dual. Computationally, this 
is desireable because the number of constraints is typically MUCh 
less in the dual fonnulation. Also we seek to determine the least 
order of such an app~ximation. This is possible since the least 
order approximation is related to the kth appnoximation by the fact 
that one additional constrain (k-I th) can be added to the dual 
simplex tableau and we can resume the ordinary simplex operations. 
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SLIDE 13 
Some nt.lllericaJ results are shown on the opposite slide. The test case Is 
y - I - X2. Seven data points are inputted with a JO% error. These data 
points could reflect measured data with SOllIe error and are _rked on the 
chart with X·s. The exact solution Is the solid curve. The dashed 
curve is a cubic spline fit. The absolute Tchebycheff solution is 
depicted byl!]. The relative Tchebycheff solution is approxiMately on 
top of the exact solution. The results show waviness of the cubic spline 
solution due in part to interpolation thru the data points. The absolute 
Techebycheff approximation failed near the roots of y - I - X2 and was 
affected by the 10% error resulting in a .12 maxi .... residue. The 
relative Tchebycheff approximation not only showed no waviness, but 
was the most accurate (J .2% maxilllUllt relative error). It also was able 
to identify the curve y - I - X2. That is, it characterized it by 
determining it was in fact ,'" p'lrabola by deteraining its coefficients 
y - .987623 - • 987623X2 • Finally, the approxilnatlon was able to reduce 
the effect of the error. 
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A major objective at NASA-Ames Research Center is to develop the 
ability to integrate aerodynamic theory with experiment. Wind 
tunnel test results and theoretical predictions of the ae~namic 
configurations will be compared on the local minicomputer system. 
In order to accomplish this objective. it is necessary to develop 
geometry models that are as detailed and as accurate as the 
physical wind tunnel model. In order to develop such a mathematical 
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The IPEGS Systelt can be broken down Into six _jor steps: 
STEP 1: Digitize Drawings 
The cross sections of a particular component of the wind tunnel 1IOdel, e.g., the tail, 
nose, or upper fuselage, are digitized using an optica1 digitizer. The digitized points 
of the cross section are displayed as they are being digi tized on an IMLAC CRT. This 
display ensures that the operator doesn't digitize a bad point and also that he has 
sampled the cross sectic.,:-. sufficiently to get its representative shape. SOlIe of the 
components of the model, e.g., the wing, canard, or vertical tail, are not digitized 
but are input analytically into the 'PEGS SysteM. 
STEP 2: Create Surfaces 
The digitized points are transmitted to the local PDP-II minicomputer where they ane 
transformed into parametric bicubic surfaces through the use of t~sion splines. 
STEP 3: Review Surfaces 
The parametric bicubic surfaces are then examined on the Evens" Sutherland Picture 
System. The picture system allows the operator to rotate, translate, or scale the object 
... 
in all 3 dimensions. The operator can also display the object in four views si.ultaneousJy, 
reflect the object about any axis or display cross-sectional views of the object. 
STEP 4: Modify Surfaces 
The operator can interactively translate or scale the entire object or any ~~t of 
the object. In this way he can easily exchange canponents of the model or lIOdify any 
component. He can also "pick" any bicubic surface or patch and then operate on that 






Split a patch into two patches. 
Delete a patch. 
Force two patches to connect together with or without slope continuity. 
Create a fillet patch between two existing patches. 
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STEP 5: Create Networks 
After the model has been reviewed and modified to the specifications of the aerodynamist. 
the paneling infonmation required by a particular aerodynamic program can be extracted. 
The distribution (sine, cosine, half cosine, even spacing) and the density of the paneling 
can be changed interactively to emphasize the critical areas of the model. 
STEP 6: . Review Output 
The paneling infonnation is sent to the CDC 7600, operated on by the aerodynamics codes 
and the output plot information is sent back to the PDP-II and the E&S Picture System. 
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OBJECTIVES 
o ACCURATE MODEL - GEOMETRY DEFINED BY r~THEMATICAL EQUATIONS. 
SURFACE COORDINATES1 SLOPES AND CURVATURES ARE CALCULATED. 
o GENERATE MODELS AT ALL LEVELS OF CONFIGURATION DEFINITION STARTING 
~ITH THE INITIAL "BACK OF THE ENVELOPE" SKETCH THROUGH THE FINAL 
THREE-VIEW DRAWING. 
o CAPABILITY OF ADDING DETAIL TO THE MODEL AS THE DESIGN IS 
DEVELOPED. 
o COMMON GEOMETRY - SINGLE SOURCE OF GEOMETRY INPUTS FOR A 
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CURVE ElEMENT DEFINITION 
. 
STANDARD LOFTING CONIC 
"SLOPE COB'l'ROL 
~ \. .-.A TERMIBATION 
2 . 2 
Ax +Bxy+Cy' +Dx+F,¥ :: 0 
ORIGIR 
SlIAPE XE!WOBD RJATIc. 
Line LID Ax+B7:: 0 
x-Parabola XPAB Ax+B'T+y2 = 0 
y-Parabola YPAB 2 Ax+B'T+x :: 0 
Rotated x-Parabola RXPA Ax+By+Cq+y2 = 0 
Rotated y-Parabola RlPA Ax+JJy+Cq+x2 = 0 
x-Ellipse ELLX Ax+By+ex2+y2 :: 0 
y-Ellipse ELLY Ax+B7+ey2+x2 = 0 
CUbic CUBI(C) 23' Ax+B'T+CX +x = 0 








SlDJLIBR POl1IT IS REPLACED 
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~m POINT • 
BLENDING CONTROL FOR CURVE ELEMENTS 
CURVE ELEMENTS ARE BLENDED 
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.1 SURFACE ELBiEHT 
y 
Al - ORIGIN CURVE 
A 2 - TERMItUlTION CURVE 
1\ 3 ~ SLOPE CONTROL CURVE 
TYPICAL SHAPE~GROWIN6 EllIPSE 
[Y(X)-Yo(X>]2 + [Z(X>-Zo(X)]2 = 1 
A2(X) B2(X) 
NOTE THAT QUICK USES BOTH 
CARTESIAN AND POLAR COORDUMTES 
POLAR FORl1 Q(R., Ra., 6., 60 , A2, B2) = 0 
B2 (R COS 6 - Ro COS 60 )2 + A2 (R SIr.6 - Ro SIN 60 )2 - A2 pJ. = 0 
WHERE Ro = Ro{X); 60 = 60 {X); A2 = A2(X); B2 = B2(X) 
Q IS DIFFERENTIABLE PRODUCING 
i OR DR 02R 02R 02R 
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OVERV I EW OF THE QU I CK -GEOf1ETRY SYSTEr·1 
QUICK DEF 
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PROGRAM: YOUR CODE 
COMMON BLOCKS FOR COMMUNICATION WITH QUItK 
COMN)N/QUICKI ••• 
READ IN QUICK-GECIETRY I1ATH PIlDEt· 




GET SURFACE POINT AND LOCAL DERIVATIVES 
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o ARC LENGTH LOOKUP FOR MULTIPLE SURFACES 
."t 
o WING GEOMETRY DEFINED BY BUTTLINES 
.., 
o INTERFACE WITH A SURFACE PATCH TECHNIQUE 
o MODEL SYNTHESIS FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
.......... 
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Interactive Input For The QUICK,Geometry System 
In order to compute the flow around any body in detail, the body surface 
description must be sufficiently smooth to avoid generating disturbances that 
would not occur on the prototype. Also, many of the methods for flow cOlllPUt-
ation require points on the surface to be defined without restrictions i~sed 
by the geometry method. These requirements can be met by defining the surface 
analytically. An added benefit of analytic geometry definition is that it 
allows derivatives of the surface contour to be determined analytically and 
therefore exactly. 
The QUICK geometry system1 fills that need for an analytic surface 
definition method for a wide range of moderately complex aircraft geo.etries. 
7OttJAlscAJJ> / 
It has been applied to such codes as a supessonic shock-fitting finite difference 
method2 and a transonic wing-body flow code. A system for generating the 
inputs to QUICk interactively, using a graphics tenainal connected to a t~ 
sharing computer system, will be described. ijhen fully developed, this system 
will make QUICK much easier to use and therefore .are readily accessible to 
anyone requiring its capabilities. 
1. Vachris, A. F., Jr.; and Yaeger, L. S.: QUICK-GeoMetry - A Rapid Response 
Method for Mathematically Modelling Configuration &eo.try. IIASA SP-390, 
1975, pp. 49-61. 
2. Harconi, F.; and Yaeger, L. S.: Developaleftt of a COIIputer Code for Calculating 
the Steady Super/Hypersonic Inviscid Flow Around Real COnfigurations. 
NASA CR-2616, 1976. 
3. 8oppe, C. w.: A Computational Method for Transonic Wing-Body Flows. AIM 
Paper 78-104, January 1978~ 










INTERACTIVE INPUT FOR THE 'QUICK' GEOMETRV SYSTEM 
• ANALVTIC GEOMETRV DEFINITION NEEDED 
SMOOTH SURFACE 
UNRESTRICTED SURFACE "ESH POINTS 
ANALVTIC DERIVATIVES 
• IQUICK' FIllS THIS NEED 
, SHOCK-FITTING FINITE DIFFERENCE ("ARCOHI) 
TRANSONIC UING-BODY COMPUTATION (BOPPE) 
'II 
• !NTERACTIVE INPUT USING GRAPHICS 
"A~ES'QUICK' MUCH EASIER TO USE 
J C TOIIfSEftD MSA LMCiUY 2FII 
l 
j j 
-'1l1li" --" ~ 
I 
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2 
In the QUICK geometry system concept the aircraft surface is enveloped by a series 
of body lines. Each of these lines is a mathematically defined curve in space, con-
sisting of a s~quence of linked curve se9nents (generally conics). The intersection of 
these body lines with any desired cross-section plane defines a set of control points 
in that p'ane. Eliipti~al arcs fitted to these control points according to a logically 
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CONCEPT OF QUICK METHOD 
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A principle barrier to the use of QUICK has been the difficulty in 
understanding the concept and relatinq it to the required program inputs. 
Especially, having to begin the inputs with logical definitions of cross 
section models has turned some people away without giving the program a 
fair trial. Once the concept has been mastered, further difficulties arise 
in trying to accurately match any even moderately complex configuration. 
Some of these ciifficulties are related to the geometric limitations of QUICK 
itself, particularly the requirement that the surface be single-valued in 
polar coordinates. But, aside from these, there is often difficulty in 
finding the appropriate locations of body lines controlling surface slopes 
or in choosing which of the many possible shapes for a body line segment 
gives the best surface fit with the desired configuration. Making these 
choices often comes down to an iterative situation for which batch mode 
operation is too cumbersome to allow a sufficient number of trials to 
completely determine the optimum model • 
.. What is needed is a new mode of operation which will immediately display 
the results of a choice graphically to allow its evaluation, which will allow 
new choices to be made interactively with the computer as required, and which 
will lead the user through the process of making choices until the whole 
configuration has been designed. This mode of operation would also do much 
to avoid the barrier to conceptual understanding of QUICK. 
3 
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DIFFICULTIES IN USING ~QUICK' 
• CONCEPTUAL 
• MATCHING A GIVEN CONFIGURATION 
• LIMITATIONS ON GEOMETRY ALLOYED 
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The concept being developed stems from the need to work interactively with the 
computer using a graphics terminal for display and user input. It will generate an 
input file (or card deck) in the formats requir~ for the inputs to QUICK. It will 
operate within the geometric limitations of QUICK (using the same equations and sub-
routines where possible) so that the resulting configuration should be acceptable by 
the QUICK system. 
In this concept the control point locations in the cross sections are defined 
(numerically) as the cross section models are being defined (logically). These con-
trol point locations from the cross sections are then "strung together," using the 
QUICK curve segments interactively, to define the body lines. A data base system 
(SPAR4) is used for mass storage. 
4 
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CONCEPT OF 'QUICKI INTERACTIVE INPUT 
• WORK INTERACTIUELV USING GRAPHICS TER"INAl 
• GENERATE A IQUICK' INPUT FILE 
• OPERATE ~ITHIH 'QUICK' LIftITATIO"S 
iii-
• DEFINE CROSS SECTIOK POINTS FIRST 
" • DEFINE BODY LINES FRO" CROSS SECTION POINTS 
• USE DATA BASE (SPAR) FOR "ASS STORAGE 
J C TCMlSEHD fMSA IAftGLEv 2". 4f 
." 
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5 
These next few slides were made directly from the screen of the graphics terminal. 
They show some features of the interactive input concept as it ~~s been implemented so 
far. 
Slide 5 shows the first displays on the screen. The circles indicate user responses. 
IIRestart" provides for the option to continue working on a configuration previously 
started but not completed. The list of cross sections below the response "3" refers to 
input cross sections to be matched. These are sets of (y,z) surface points obtained by 
digitizing from drawings or by taking cross section cuts through some other surface 
description (e.g. Harris inputs).. They are previously stored on the data base. There 
might be a hundred of these, but only the four used for the check case are shown. 
QUICK requires as input for the cross-section logical definitions Hollerith control 
point names, which later become Hollerith bOdy-line names in the body line definition 
phase of input. The 24 control point names shown were pre-selected so that the user can 
refer to them by number, rather than by typing names into the key board. The lIIOdel naliles 
he1p th~user keep ~rac~ of which cross~section logical definitions have been" made. The 
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LIST OF MODEL NAMES, CONTROL POINT NAMES, ARC SHAPES AND ARC TYPES 
PRE-SELECTED FOR ~UIC~ (AS DISPLAYED ON SCREEN) 
? 
DATA SPACEe 12542 32-BIT YORDS 

















HIT 1 FOR A LIST OF CROSS SECTIONS 
HIT 2 FOR MODEL AND CP NAMES, ARC SHAPES RHD TYPES 
HIT 3 ~OR BOTH 










1 B IC 13 t.i LE 
2 IBTN 14 ..,SOS 
3 I IS 15 t.r TM 
.. BBSC 16 UT05 
5 8STN 17.., TI 
6 Bsse 18 ..,TTS 
7 BTTN 19 P BC 
8 B TC 20 P BI 
9 BTse 21 PBse 
Ie U II 22 P 11 
11 LJ BM 23 P TC 
















INPUT CROSS SECTION 
INPUT e TO END PROG 
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6 
Slides 6A, 68, and 6C show three stages in the logical definition of a cross section 
model. The cross section to be matched was obtained from Harris inputs for a supersonic 
fighter propc;al. The cursor is used to locate the map axis (center for polar represen-
tation of cross section by QUICK) and each control point as it is called for. A list of 
control points used is displayed at the upper right. After the user has located the two 
or three control points needed to define an arc, he enters three numbers corresponding to 
the arc type, the arc before and the arc after (0 if none). The arc so defined is i~i­
ately displayed on the screen to be accepted or rejected. Since the arcs are drawn using 
the same equations as QUICK uses, any satisfactory arc will be satisfactory when done by 
QU!CK; conversely, if an arc is unsatisfactory it would not be done correctly by QUICK and 
must be done again with changes in control point location or type. When all of the arcs 
have been defined, the arc numbers are input in order, thus completing the logical discrip-
tion of the cross section model. The completed cross section is shfMl as sl ide 6C. Note 
that several arc types were used in its definition. 
The aho;:e process has not only lnQically defined the nodel but has also located the 
control points at one x-station. The.;);:' locations will later be used to dt!fine the body 
lines. 
..... '...., .,. ,b ,~ ..... ,~~,~ 
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Slides 7A and 78 show stages in the process of locating the control 
points at another x-station usin~ the sale cross section logical definition. 
As soon as the user has indicated that this cross section will use a 
previously defined cross section model, the cOMplete list of control points 
and arcs pertaining to that model is displayed and the tria~lar S~ls 
appear where they occurred on the previous cross section (7A). All that 
is necessary is to locate the points using the cursor, going down the list. 
As shown in 78, a "Q" next to a control point nale and a square s.Yllbol over 
the corresponding triangle indicates it is the next to be located. As the 
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Slide 8 shows the same cross section as on the previous slide. Because 
of the reverse curvature it was impossible to match the top of this cross 
section using the same cross section model logical definition. Therefore 
a new logical definition was made with two additional ar~s. Note that 
arc 7 was not done correctly the first tih.e and had to be done over. On 
a graphics terminal having a refresh capability the erroneous arc would be 
deleted so as not to clutter the screen. Note also that the last two arcs 
could have been done over by moving the control points slightly so as to 
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Slide 9 shows the proposed method of defining body lines to complete the 
geometric definition of the confiQuration. As was noted previously the 
control point locations defined in doing the cross sections are "strung 
together" using the QUICK curve segments. The side view (xz plane) and 
top view (xy plane) of each body Hne is defined separately. "Aliasing" 
refers to t~e QUICK provision for defining a ~~y line as exactly matching 
a previously-defined body line when this occurs rather than re-doing it. 
"Scaling" is a provision for changin9 the vertical scale of the plot on the 
screen to accommodate the variety of body lines which may occur for some 
configurations. 






EARLY STAGE OF BODY LINE DEFINITION 
BODYLINE 9 B TC SIDE VIEW CUES~SEGMENT TYPE. SEGS BEFORE AND AFTER<IIM SCALE. COMPARE TO" 
SEGMENT SHAPE. FREE END" ) ~
I PIEC ELIX PROVISIONS FOR SCALING 
-. 









r TRIANGLES SHOW CONTROL POINT LOCATIONS FROM CROSS-SECTIONS 
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After all body lines have been defined, all the information collected 
will be output in the formats required for input to QUICK. 
Experience so far has indicated that the system being developed will 
be easy to learn to use, even by those who have never used QUICK. The 
results shown indicate that with care good matches can be made with 
moderately complicated cross sections. 
The program is being written using ANSI standard FORTRAN, and is being 
made machine-independent as much as possible in order to enhance its 
portability. (The hardware being used are a PRIME 400 computer and a 
TEKTRONIX 4014 graphics terminal with interactive buffer.) The bodyline 
part of the program is still being written~ and the whole program will 
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FINAL REAARKS 
• APPEARS EASY TO LEARN 
• GlUES GOOD RESULTS (UITHIN LIftITATIONS) 
• USES ANSI STANDARD FORTRAN 
• DEUELOP"EHT'COHTIHUES 
• CO""EHTS AND SUGGESTIONS ARE UELCOftE 
.. 
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• R , D 
• PROPOSRL' 
• PID./PROJECT STRUCTURES 
• STRBILITY & CONTROL 
• PERFORMRNCE 
• LOFT 
• PRELIMINRRY DESIGN 
• REPORTS 
• ESTIMATES 
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AIRPLANE CO-ORDINRTE SYSTEM 
(F.S. ,B.L •• W.L.) 
DATA AVRILRBLE BY COMPONENT 
RT SPECIFIED SECTIONS 
SURFACE INTERSECTIONS DEFINED 
RIRPLRNE OR LOCRL 
CO-OR SYSTEM 
SECTION INFORMRTION 
DATR INTERPOLATED LINEARLY FOR 
PRNEL RRRRNGEMENT ON EACH COMPONENT 
SURFRCE INTERSECTIONS CALCULRTED 
IF NEEDED 
HRND MODELING 
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SETUP DATA REQUIRED 
LIFTING 
NONLIFTING 
• AIRFOIL SECTION ORDINRTES AT 
• SPANWISE POINTS 
• WING SWEEPS , DIHEDRAL 
• WING ROOT 
• GEOMETRIC TWIST 
• LOCRTION IN RIRPLANE REF SYSTEM 
• SET· OF FUSELRGE SECTION 
• CO-ORDINRTES AT SELECTED 
• LENGTHWISE STATIONS 
• LOCRTION IN REF SYSTEM 
ANNULAR WING • DISTRIBUTED SET OF INSIDE AND 
• OUTSIDE RRDII 
• ANGULAR ORIENTATION 
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FUTURE SPACE TRMSPc.TATIOIL STIJ)IES 
Since the early seventies. the Space SystellS Division has been studying advanced sPKf! tIwIS-
portation systans to define critical technology areas .. ieb need to be developed in order to 
direct present funding plans. In order to evaluate the impact of a technology ~t 011 
the total vehicle system. all of the technical disciplines--structures. propulsion, subsyste.s, 
aerothennodynantics, and cost--1IIIst be integrated into a c...,lete design synthesis. Due to tile -., 
concepts being studied. a general computer-aided design systell was developed to handle the aulysis. 
Aerodynamics are an integral part of the design process since aerodynaaic surface.ass a.prises 
approxintately 25 percent of the total vehicle dry ItaSs. This percentage can vary greatly depend"" 
upon center-of-gravity position and operational .ode of the vehicle. 
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SMALL- 5000 kg 
MODERATE - 29CXIJ kg 




CONTROL COtEl GURED 















HIGH SPECIFIC IMPULS 
HIGH DENSITY IMPULSE 
TR I PtE POINT AND 
SWSH CRYOGENS 
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fUTURE SPACE TRANSPORTATION CONCEPTS , 
Space transportation concepts have ranged ".. single-stage roclet "ieles te • ~ 
concept with twin turbojet boosters and a racket -.! stage. For .... vy-lift IIfSSi_, IIotII 
winged and ballistic vehicles have been studied. fac:b CCIIICept is .... ing .... lRted tIn'IIUgIo tile 
speed regiMe basically for lIYPersanie tri. -' lID; and SUIIs ... ie stabf1ity, trbo, lID, .... desflll 
landing speed. ".Un ..",.,1 ... I"H is Pf'edicting s.ms.tc stabf1ity for tile l..-ge 1I1utf .... 
wfng COIbfnatfons. 
• ~ 3 
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PI L, Kg x 103 30 
Dry Mass, Kg X lrf_1 131 
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HISTORY OF COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN 
The development of a new cOlllpUter-a,ided design (CAD) systela at langley was initiated due 
to a lack of capabil ity of anyone present method. C:..e to the variation of concepts--lallllCh 
vehicles and orbit transfer v~icles--a general and flexible system was needed and the designer 
IIIst be ~iven complete control over the design process, IIIICh like the design tea. approach. 
Since the impact of an advancement of one technology area on the complete vehicle syste. .ust 
be evaluated, the technical disCiplines needed to be integrated into a cmlplete vehicle syntlleSi's 
much like ODIN. Finally, the speed of the hardwired single-propra. s1Dthesis techniques was 
needed for optimization. The Aerospace Vehicle Interactive Design (AVID) syste. develop.ent 
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STAGE 1 - DESIGN TEAft SYNTHESIS 
• -DESIGNER 
. POINT DESIGN 
STAGE 3 - PROGRA""ED ftULT%-PROGRAft 
SYNTHESIS (ODIN) : 
-
6 
DESIGNER • • 
~ 
COftPUTER PROGRAft 
• POINT DESIGN • 
STAGE 2 - HARDUIRED SINGLE PROGRAR 
. SYNTHESIS 
:t 
STAGE-. - INTERACTIVE RULTI-PROIRAR 
- SYNTHESIS (AUlD) . 
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lile hardware of the AVID system consists of Tektronix tel'Jlrinal equia-ent, a Prf. IIfni-
. -
computer (192K bytes ~ry), and a CDC 6600 host COIIIpUter. The cOIIpUter Protocol is RdE 
("qui ck batch"). The executi we. data base. geGllletry. and fast-CCIIII/lUting tecIIIIo logp prGgl"MS 
. • it.. :. 
- - - j 
are executed- on the minf-COqJUter. The large technology progrlllS, such as large ~c 
programs, 
trajectory, and aerodynamic heating, are executed on the host. 
.. 
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IfARD COPY UNIT 
-"IHI COftPUTER • HOST COMPUTER 
INTERACTIVE - DIRECT COftPUTER ACCESS 
5"ALL TECHNOLOCY PROGRA"S 
GRAPHICS SUISYSTEfI 






INDIRECT COftPUTU ACCES. 
LARC£ TECHIIOLOQY ~
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MENU OF AVID PROGRAMS 
. To execute any prograM, the user only has to hit the appropriate key at the tenlinal. 
At the end of a design session, the data base and gegnetry data can be saved. At a later 
tillie, the deSign can be retrieved for future analysis fn any technical area. 
• 9 ALAI II. IIILHITE 
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INPUT LEitER OF PROGRAM TO EXECUTE 
A - RESTORE PREVIOUSLY SAVED S IMUlATI(J4 
B - DIGITIZE BODY SHAPE 
C - PLOT BODY SHAPE (AWW IMAGE) 
D - VOWMES AND AREAS (WAB) 
E - HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS (AWW fEWTONIAN) 
F - HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS (HABACP) 
G - SUBSONIC AERODYNAMICS (DATCOM) 
H - SUBSONIC AERODYNAMICS (VORTEX lATTICE) 
I - PROPULS ION SYSTEM CHARACTER ISTICS 
J - TRAJECTORY CALCUlATION (REHDER MINI-TRAJ) 
K - MASS BREAKDO'NN (MARTIN I TASK II BASELlte 
. L - MASS BREAKDOWN (MARTIN TASK II W/CG) 
M - INTERACTIVE DATA BASE 
N - COST (JAM VERSION OF WILCOX) 
o - LIFE CYCLE COST (JAM) 
P - SCREEN REPORT (GEOMElRY SIZED) 
Q - SAVE THIS S IMUlATI<W 
R - SEQUENCE MODE 
-
S - EN>S EXECUT ION OF AVID 
-; 
'. i .•• J 
, Lr 
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BODY DIGITIZING 
The interactive digitizing systaa was designed for speed and Sl~llclty of input although 
every ccordinate point on the vehicle ~ can be specified. one to thirty body cross sections 
can be input and from 3 to 20 points per cross section. A SPline under tenSion routine Bli_ 
the Input of a mfni_ number of cross-sectional points. The tension can be tightened or loosened 
to give the desired cross-sectional curvature. To Interpolate bettoeen cross sections or for the 
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For the wing the planfonn is digitized. Incidence, diheDral, and airfoil shape (either 
standard NACA or arbitrary) are input by m; the body fs sliced at the point of the .. xi_ 
root airfoil thic/cness in order to place the wing in the Z dil'ectfan with the tenrinal cursor. 
Horizontal and vertical surfaces are handled si.ilarly. 
,,:,. i';i,' 
• 
• ., I. 
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- • STAfl)ARD NACA • 
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RD - RE-DIGITIZE 
. GM - GLOBAL MOVE 
PM- POINT MOVE 
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VEHICLE NODELING 
80th the external and internal _try can be IIIOdeled with the AVID interactive ~ 
systau. The external _try was modeled with 3 cross sections located in the nose, start 
of the payload bay, and wing junction. This extemal configuration was digitized and plotted 
in less than 15 minutes. If every point on the vehicle _re di!ritiZed, a configuration could 
. ~ 
be generated in 1 to 2 hours. Intemal gea.etry fs dfgitize.«! in aIIout the SMe ti., as the 
exter,al g ...... try. The internal ~ry is used for tankage arrangaent. vol_ al1C1QtfGIIS. 
and rocket engine placement. 
• 
15 
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AVID is mostly used for conceptual and prelillinary design. Very fast progr.s (>5 sec) 
which use only a gross definition of the vehicle are used for conceptual ,sys 1I!IIs. For prelillf-
nary design, programs which use X, Y, Z coordinates are used (>5 .in). 'The.ore detailed 
prograDIS have not yet been integrated into the AVID systell. 
17 AIM 11. IIILHITE 
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LEVEL II LEVEL I (CONCEPTUAU (PRELIMI NARY) 
• DATCOM I 
1- DATCOM II 
I HYPER . 
i SKIN FRI CTION 
I GROSS 
• Sref~ .A.le, 
.Ate' etc. 




I VORTEX LATTICE 
• WAVE DRAG 
• MJMERICAL 
• HARRIS 
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PROGRAM INTERFACING TECHNIQUES 
Three methods of interfacing programs with AVID exist. The first _thod is direct data 
transfer to the program. This method is the IIIOst effiCient but is not used for ael'Od1ft-'c. I i; 
programs due to the complexity of the input. The second method uses a data base processor 
and a Skeleton input for a particular program. The processo~ retrieves data fro. the data 
base to replace data base commands in the skeleton input to create an input file that the 
program uses. The last method is a separate program which operates with the data base to 
create an input file. This latter method has been used recently to give greater control and 
more flexibility in the type of configurations that can,be analyzed. 
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• DIRECT DATA 
. TRANSfER 
• DATA MANIPULATION 






INPUT AERO I' SEPARATE CONVERSION 
c PROGRAM PROGRAM 
! 
-; ,. 
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• AVID is USED FOR INTERACTIVE VEHICLE SYNTI£SIS 
• SEVERAL AERODYNAMIC PROGRAM OPTIONS ARE AVAIlABlE FOR VARIOUS LEVELS OF DES I GN 
• THE AVID SYSTEM, WITH ITS IMERACTIVE GRAPHICS SYSTEM, HAS 
DRASTICALLY· REDUCED DES IGN CYCLE TIME .' I • -
(~3O MINUTES TO DIGITIZE VEHICLE) 
(~ 10-30 SEC FOR LEVEL I'AERODYNAMrCS) ill 
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PROBLEM AREAS 
• DIFFERENT GEOMETRY DEFINITION FOR EVERY AERODYNAMIC PROGRAM 
• SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO MODELING 
• PREDICTION OF SUBSONIC STABILITY OF VEHIClES WITH NONSLENDER 
BODIES 
• GEOMETRIC DEFINITION, AERODYNAMIC COMPUTATION, AND AERODYNAMIC 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT INTEGRATED INTO Ot€ PROGRAM 
. -
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
• STANDARDIZED GEOMETRY FOR AERODYNAMIC PROGRAMS 
• DEVELOP INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS FORGEOMErRY INPUT, 
AERODYNAMIC COMPUTATION, AND GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
• 
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PANEL 3: SYSTEMS IN USE 
I. 
Is it possible for the panel members to summarize the attributes 
in each system? For example. a chalkboard could be used to list t~. 
2. Are there s;gnific~nt differences in direction between the sys~ 
described? Can they be summarized by the panel? 
• 
3. Is there a need for better dIsplay of surfaces? 
Ca} Hid~en line removal? Adequate? 
(b) Shading? 
Cc) Color? 
q. Is .it time to standardize? 



















WORKSHOP COMMENTS , OBSERVATIONS DURING THE SUMMARY SESSION 
1. STANDARDIZATION 
"Not needed (yet}." 
"Needed when there is significant information exchange (later?)". 
lllist needed functions instead". 
"Observe CAMI and ANSI Standards Committee progress". 
2. INFORMATION EXCHANGE 
"Several programs/systems are available, e.g., QUICK, ICAD, iPEGS, etc. but require 
dedication to adopt/install elsewhere". 
"Parts of systetftS are available, e.g., point thinning, patch intersection, etc." • 
"Hinicanputers and graphics teminals are an .important part of a syst.'. 
IIAdvantages and limitations of various llethods were surveyed, e.g. Staley's paper". 
"ltellS missed in the Workshop ••• "Fairing" methods". 
3. UNDERSTANDING THE ISSUES 
"Coni cs, cubics, quintics all have a place (a defender)". 
"Interpolation with polynomials causes spurious waviness". 
"Non-Interpolathl.. methods are an alternative". 
'-Wind tunnel model bui lders want equation representation of surfaces not coordinate points". 
"Interpolation with polynomials is the basis for IIIOSt current systeMS". 
"Separate geometry, aerodynami cs, graph i cs" • 
"Aerodynallics can be sensitive to SlllalJ changes in the surface in special regions/flow 
conditions". 
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4. NASA'S ROLE IN SURFACE REPRESENTATION 
"Provide a sma I I package for those whO don't have thei r own". 
"All major compani es wi) I have thei r own system no matter what flASA does". 
... "Survey the companies for a Jist of needed functions (utilities)". 
"COI1II1un i cate ai rcraft geometry by points ••• the conwnon denomi nator" • 
"Need to communicate slopes and curvature too". 
.. 









National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
A ..... R .. rohCent.-
Moffett Field, California 
94035 
AtpIy to Attn 01: FAE, 227-2 
I\II\SI\ 
December 29. 1977 
On Marcb 1-2, 1978, NASA-Am •• a •••• rcb Center will bo.t • work.bop on 
Aircraft Surface a.pre •• nt.tion for Aerodynamic Computation. Tbe pur-
po.. of tbe works bop i. to .xcb.ng. information on converting aircraft 
geometry into tbe form ne.ded by aerodynamic computation program •• 
Primary emphasis will be on sircraft .urface .pecification for linear 
aerodynamics paneling programs, but aome time will be allott.d to di.-
cu.s .reas of commonality witb aerodynamic flow-field mesb generation 
and po.sibly witb computerized lofting .ystema. 
We propose to include presentationa in tbree topic areas: (1) Geometry 
requirements in aerodynamic computation. (2) Current or proposed geom-
etry metbods, and (3) Use of interactive grapbica. The presentationa 
will be followed by panel discussions designed to explore the user'. 
common desires and concerns. A summary of eacb discussion and the 
visual material used will be published by NASA. 
You and/or members of your staff are invited t'o participat.e in the work-
shop by presenting material and/or entering tbe discussions. If you 
wisb to attend, please address all proposed presentation material, 
comments or questions by January 23, 1978 to: 
Thomas J. Gregory or 
Captain John Ashbaugb. USAF 
NASA-Ames Research Center. M.S. 227-2 
Moffett Field. CA 94035 
Telephone: (415) 965-5881 
We are looking forward to an open communication of ideas at the workshop 
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D •• r At t.nd •• : 
. 
Th.nk you for your Interest In the Ames Workshop on "Aircraft Surface 
R.pr.s.ntatlon for AerodynamIc Computation." On the basis of 
conv.rsltlons and draft mat.r'.l from e.ch pres.nter we have 
prepared a pr.!J~ln.ry progr.m (Enclosure I) that Includes both 
pr.s.nt.tlons and p.n.I s.sslons. Posslbl. questions or topIcs for 
the p.nel s.sslons .r. I'st.d In Enc10sure 2. 
Th. Workshop will b. held In the Ames Research Center Auditorium 
(Building N-201) (Enclosur •• 3 .nd 4) and start promptly at 8:30 a.m. 
PI •••• r.glster e.rly at the VI.ltor Reception Building (N-253) and 
proc •• d to the Workshop parking lot as shown on the Enclosure 4. The 
Auditorium Is a short walk (approximately 100 yds.). Lunch Is planned 
.t the Ames Caf.terfa, another short walk of approximately 200 yds. 
A 111t of .re. motels and r.staurants Is on the back of the Enclosure 3. 
Th.r. will be an Incoming message board (telephone (415) 965-5256) 
and p.y tel.phone available In the Auditorium Lobby. 
Thank you again for your Interest and please call (415) 965-5881 if 
you have que. t tons .' 
-~:(~J't:'(~~t'~:~" 
Thomas • G r.g~y /1 
Chief, ircr.ft A6rodynamlcs 
Branch 
Enclosures: 
1. Preliminary Program 
2. Topics for Panels 
3. Hap of Sunnyvale & Ht. View Area 
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o.ar Pre.enter: 
Thank you for agr.alng to pre.ent mlterla' at the Amel Work,hop on 
"Alrcrlft Surface Reprellntatlon for Aerodynlmlc Computation," On 
the ball, of conver.atlons and draft materia' .upplled by each 
pre.enter. WI hive prepared a prellmln.ry program (Enclolure I) that 
Identifies the presenter. his organ I Ziti on Ind I title or topic to 
be emphlslzed. Whf'e much of the Initial mlter'al supplied wa. very 
broad In Icope, subsequent dlsculslon luggested that the attendee, at 
this-Workshop will benefit most from presentations that are focused 
on key topics. Therefore, we are reque.tlng that you concentrlte 
your prosentatlon on the tItle. lilted In the preliminary agenda. 
Panol ,oliions ar. planned after each •••• Ion and will addre •• I.,uel 
or questions that appear to be of Intere.t. Enclolure 2 Is a lilt of 
questions which you mlY want to consIder prIor to plrtlclpltlng In I 
panel or commenting from the audience. 
In preparing your presentation plelse keep In mind that a workshop 
environment encourages dialog and Interaction between the audience, the 
presentors and the panals. To provide adequate time for the panel 
sessions. It Is very Important to stlY within presentation time limits 
so that we derive this Important benefit from the Workshop. 
Please bring one xerox copy of your presentation visual material and 
a companion paragraph for each vugraph or Slide. Please Insure that 
the last name of the presenter and a page number appears on each pag •• 
NASA will provide a copy of this material to each attendee near the 
end of the Workshop. These may be mailed to attendees after the 
Workshop If printing Is delayed. 
The Workshop will be held In the Ames Research Center Auditorium (Building N-201) (Enclosures 3 and 4), and start promptly at 8:30 a.m. 
P'ease register early at the Visitor ReceptJon Building (N-253) and 
proceed to the Workshop parking lot as shown on the Enclosure 4. The 
Auditorium Is a short walk (approximately 100 yds.). Lunch Is planned 
at the Ames Cafelerla. another short walk of approximately 200 yds. A 












There will be an Incoming me •• age board (telephone (415) 965-5256) 
and pay telephone avallab I e I n the Aud I tor I unl Lobby. 
Thank you again for your re.ponse and plea.e call (415) 965-5881 If 
you have questions. 
~//~~ ... tA~nr. .,,'Z,~ 't ~ \. ~ fffoma. f. Greg y cap(.fJOhn A;~, USAF 
Chief, Alrcraf Ae adynamic. 
Iranch 
E",Io.ure.: 
,~ Preliminary Program 
2. ,Topics for Panels 
,. Map of Sunnyvale and Ht. View Area 
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